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News In Brief
Hubbard aide says he was wrongly
accused of switching to opponent
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An aide to U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard contends he was dismissed from his job in the Hopkinsville field
office last week after being wrongly accused of trying to enlist with
Hubbard's political opponent.
"I could understand his reaction if this was true, but it's not,naid
Willie Kendrick. "I've been loyal to him all the way down the line."
Kendrick told The New Era of Hopkinsville that he was fired Monday. Another aide in the Hopkinsville office, Mary Lou Higgins, was
fired Jan. 4.
Ms. Higgins' dismissal stemmed from an unrelated incident in
which she left work early after becoming ill, Kendrick said. Attempts
to contact Ms. Higgins were unsuccesful.
Lawrence Ford, Hubbard's press secretary in his Washington office, confirmed that Kendrick and Ms. Higgins no longer work for the
1st District congressman. He was unable to provide any details on the
matter Friday.
He issued a statement that said only: "Mary Lou Higgins and
Willie Kendrick both end their services as field representatives during the month of January."
Kendrick said his firing apparently was linked to what he called
coincidental encounters last month- with Lacey Smith, who is
challenging Hubbard for the Democratic nomination, and a former
Smith aide, Jeff Clark.
They met once at a reception for Gov. Wallace Wilkinson several
days before his Inauguration,and once at a Kiwanis Club meeting.
Kendrick said Clark later asked him during two phone conversations to consider joining Smith's campaign. He said he told Clark he
.was not interested and reported his encounters to Hubbard when asked about them last week.
When Lorraine Grant, Hubbard's administrative assistant, called
Monday, Kendrick said, she told him Clark claimed it was Kendrick
who had called and asked about being a consultant in Smith's
campaign.
Smith said Friday that Clark had left his campaign last month to
look for a job in education or government.
Smith remembered the two occasions when he had met Kendrick
but said "thre was never any discussion about any job or anything
like that."
Smith also said he found it hard to believe that Kendrick had been
offered a job in his campaign.
No one is authorized to offer anyone a job in my campaign except
me," said Smith. "So, if that happened, and! doubt that it did, then it
was made without my authorization."
Clark declined to comment on the matter.

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Reagan could kill the peace process in
Central America if he ignores Nicaragua's promise to hold cease-fire
talks an,d pushes ahead with his proposal for new military aid to the
Contra'rebels, congressional critics say.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — The government held six opposition
leaders for allegedly plotting actions with Contra rebels and
prepared to issue a statement lifting a 6-year-old state of emergency.
ACROSS THE NATION — With a key test in Iowa looming three
weeks from today, Democratic and Republican presidential candidates are firing shots at one another along battle lines drawn in a
pair of weekend debates.
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — No violence was reported during the
junta-held presidential election, but a boycott kept turnout low and
some voters reported receiving bribes and seeing some people vote
more than once.
MANILA, Philippines — Another candidate was killed as Filipinos
went to the polls today to vote in regional elections, raising the
number of people slain to at least 84 in a bloody six-week campaign.
MARION, Utah — A small army of law officers settled down for a
cold night watch on the home of a slain polygamist's widow, trying to
persuade a man who purportedly acknowledged bombing a Mormon
Church to surrender.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina — Loyalist troops surrounded an army garrison and threatened to crush fugitive rebel leader Aldo Rico
and 100 of his supporters unless they surrendered control of a
regimental base.
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Forecast
Tonight, cloudy with a 70 percent chance of rain developing
Low in the mid 40s. Southeast
wind 5 to 15 mph.
Tuesday, mild with showers
and thunderstorms. High in the
mid to upper 50s
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of rain, possibly
changing to snow Wednesday
and partly cloudy and colder
conditions Thursday and Friday
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Nation remembers King with a
variety of celebrations, parades
From staff, AP reports
The Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr.'s message of freedom rang ouit
across the nation today, and
Atlanta's Ebenezer Baptist
Church, site of his family's
triumph and tragedy, offered its
20th annual ecumenical service
since his assassination.
The national holiday to commemorate King's 59th birthday inspired people to march through a
downpour in California, and hear
ministers decry lingering racism
in the North and South.
Locally, Murray State University hosted a speaker Sunday night
at the Curris Center. Darrell

Murrayan's
death being
investigated
by officials
The death of Loyd Allen McClure, 31, of 100 N. 6th St. (National Hotel), is being investigated
today after he was found in a burning van in the Murray Cablevision
parking lot on South 12th Street at
approximately 6 a.m. Sunday, according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
According to detective Charles
Peeler, someone at Jerry's
restaurant reported seeing the van
on fire. The van was parked near
the street, Peeler added.
A report from the Murray Fire
Department indicated that the van
was fully engulfed in flames upon
arrival of fire fighters, who saw
that there was a person in the
driver's seat. Fire department
personnel used the jaws of life to
open the door of the GMC Mini
Van, the report said.
An autopsy is expected to be
performed on McClure's body today in Louisville by the state
medical examiner, acoording to
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker.
(Cont'd on page 2)

VanLeer, a writer and performer
for the television show "The Bobby Jones Gospel Hour," spoke to
students about the life of King.
MSU officials plan further events
in rememberance of King during
Black History Month in February.
Murray High School has also
made plans to salute King during
February. On the 19th, Raymond
Burse, president of Kentucky
State University in Frankfort, will
be the special speaker during a
celebration at the school. .
Organizers in Little Rock, Ark.,
planned a parade past historic
sites in the civil rights struggle
because, "You can't appreciate

progress if you don't know where
you've been," coordinator Annie
Abrams said.
Bishop Leontine T.C. Kelly of
the United Methodist Church,
California-Nevada Conference,
was to deliver today's sermon at
Ebenezer Baptist Church, where
King was co-pastor.
King's father and grandfather
were pastors there, and in 1974,
King's mother, Alberta, was
assassinated while playing the
church organ.
Mayor Andrew Young, one of
King's top lieutenants in the civil
(Cont'd on page 2)

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Being remembered

Send '(Ill in

Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce employees Pam Shay, at left, and Angela Boyle check some
of the community attitude survey questionnaires at the chamber office this morning. The deadline for returning the survey is Friday — they may be mailed to the chamber or dropped off at Murray Municipal Utilities at
the corner of 5th and Poplar. No postage is required to mail the surveys, and results will be announced later by
the chamber of commerce. Students from the Department of Management and Marketing at Murray State
University will be handling the tabulations, Shay said.
Matt 01°030 David Tuck

State of Commonwealth speech expected
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has been
hinting at the poor state of the
commonwealth since he took office, but his official opinion will
not be known until his State of the
Commonwealth speech this week.
The address, which the Kentucky Constitution requires of a
governor every two years, is the
highlight of an abbreviated
schedule in the General Assembly
this week.
The speech to a joint session of
the House and Senate, which
routinely brings out all the constitutional officers of state government and cabinet secretaries, will
be Thursday evening.
Kentucky Educational Televi-

1988
Kentucky
General
Assembly

sion is also expected to broadcast
the address to a statewide
audience.
Wilkinson told a group of
transportation executives last
week he found a state government
living in a "fairy tale" world
where money was spent without
the means to pay the bills.

"Eventually, the time comes
when the fairy tale has to end,"
Wilkinson said in the speech to
Kentuckians for Better Transportation. "That time has come for
you and I and the sooner we face
that reality, the better off we're
going to be. We're the ones who
are going to write the ending to
Kentucky's latest fairy tale."
The most persistent problem
Wilkinson has faced are state
revenues insufficient to pay for all
the items in the budget. The governor said last week the deficit was
$53.7 million, though he had whittled it down to some $18 million by.
week's end.
While resolving the problems of
the current year have taken up

much of Wilkinson's time, he has
also had to approve a spending
plan for the 1988-90 budget period.
That budget must be presented to
the legislature by Jan. 27.
In the chambers this week, action is expected on few significant
bills.
The most notable will be a
measure to repeal a pesky 1986
law that has proved to be a burden
on lawmakers.
The law stipulates that all administrative regulations of executive agencies will expire this
year unless placed into statute by
the legislature. The law prompted
mountains of paperwork and
(Cont'd on page 2)

Candidates urged to address problems of rural South
WASHINGTON (AP ) — With
Super Tuesday less than two months away. Southern members of
Congress are being urged to join in
a bipartisan effort to persuade the
presidential candidates of both
parties to address the growing
economic disparities between the
South's urban and rural areas.
The movement to focus attention of the presidential campaign
on the economic problems of the
rural South is being spearheaded
by two groups — MDC Inc., a nonprofit corporation that researches
employment and economic pro-

blems in the South, and the
Sunbelt Institute, the bipartisan
research arm created last year by
Southern members of Congress.
Sen. Wyche Fowler, D-Ga., Rep.
Ed Jenkins, [)-Ga., and Rep. Sonny Callahan,. R-Ala., agreed last
week to lend their support the effort. Fowler and Jenkins are planning a news conference Tuesday in
Homer, Ga.. to draw attention to
the economic development problems facing rural Georgia.
UDC, which is based in Chapel
Hill, N.C., launched the effort
earlier this month by sending each

of the Democratic and Republican
presidential candidates a report
on the South's rural development
problems.
Entitled "What Y'all Ought To
Know," the report said the
economic problems of the rural
South are "threatening to become
a permanent anchor on the
general prosperity and development of the Sunbelt."
The report documents the strui.tural change in the economy of the
rural Sot4th in the past two
decades, echange that has left the
region with an unemployment rate

i2 percent higher than in the
-south's metropolitan areas.
"The problem is bigger than the
farm crisis, bigger than the oil
glut, bigger than the displacement
of textile workers through
automation and international
competition," the report said.
"It is tied closety to the rural
South's sad tustor of poor people
and poor schools — a history that
left the South with 44 percent of the
nation's poor in 1980, including the
greatest number of rural poor
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Presidential candidate Paul Simon
visits state, announces officials
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic presidential hopeful
Sen. Paul Simon will announce
state campaign leaders soon, a
campaign official said.
Simon, of Illinois, was in
Louisville on Sunday to announce
the co-chairmen of his Jefferson
County campaign.
He said the local committee will
be co-chaired by county Property
Valuation Administrator Tom
Firkins, attorney Jim McGovern
and Louisville 1st Ward Alderman
Melissa Mershon.
The candidate's state campaign
leaders will not be announced for
at least 10 days, said Marty Welch,
Simon's state coordinator for
Kentucky.
Simon told the 60 people at a
news conference, held at
Louisville-Jefferson County
Democratic Party Headquarters,
that he was pleased to be in

Paul Simon
-Visits Kentucky

CCHS Speech Team wins
Stubblefield Tournament
The Calloway County Speech
Team won the Nathan B. Stubblefield Invitational Tournament
this past weekend at Murray High
School. The host team does not
participate in its own tournament.
Calloway finished first with 436
points. Henry County High-School
in Paris, Tenn. was second with
350 points. Christian County was
third at 239.
Those who won individual
awards for CCHS during the tournament were:
ExtempoMneous Speaking —
Loren Wisehart:first place; Tracy
Ross, third.
Original Oratory — Debbie
Mott, third.Prose — Heidi Heigs, first; Lori

<=,`1

England, second.
Poetry — Laura Jones, first;
Kim Goetz, second.
Dramatic Interpretation —
Jason Woods, first; Mott, third.
Humorous Interpretation —
Scottie Rice, first; Beth Henninger, second.
Storytelling — Stephen Lovett,
first; Patrick Orr, second; Lori
Jones, third.
Duet Acting — Cathy CarmodeRice, first; Angie Herndon-Woods,
second.
Lincoln-Douglas Debate — Matt
Yuill, third.
Director of Forensics for
Calloway County is Larry A.
England. Herndon is the Director
of Public Relations.
•

One Wilkinson backer so far asks
for refund after funds questioned
e

LEXINGTON,Ky. I AP — Only
one person so far has asked for a
refund of contributions made to
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's campaign that ended up instead with a
poNtical action committee set up
to support a state lottery, says the
PAC chairman.
Danny Briscoe, who is also state

Democratic Party chairman, and
Wilkinson offered to return contributions to people who were
upset their campaign contributions were redirected to Kentuckians for a Better Future.
Briscoe said a telephone
message left for him indicated the
called wanted a refund. He said he

Churchill Funeral/Home
in Murray is purchased
by Isaties of Arlington
•

Kentucky.
"I don't get over to Louisville
that often, but my home in deep
southern Illinois (at Makanda) is
very close to Paducah," he said.
After taking reporters' questions for 30 minutes, Simon stayed
another hour to answer questions
from people other than the media.
Simon addressed questions
about his three spending priorities
— education, jobs and health care
— as well as topics ranging from
the economy and foreign policy to
the farm crisis and acid rain.
At times, he reiterated points he
made Friday at a Democratic candidates' debate in Des Moines,
Iowa. Simon's first test will be in
the Iowa caucuses on Feb. 8.
On "Super Tuesday," March 8,
21 states and territories, including
Kentucky, will have Democratic
presidential primaries or
caucuses, 13 of them Southern or
border states.
Ms. Mershon said she supports
Simon in part because his record
shows "he's a person who's had
the intestinal fortitude to stand up
on the strong issues for people."
The media have helped too
many candidates who lack
substance get propelled by their
image rather than their integrity,
she said.
"When'we look at our public officials, it seems like we're electing
a lot of people on the surface who
have a lot of gilt or glitter or sizzle," Ms. Mershon said. "What we
have in the candidate next to me is
a person of extreme substance and
a person of deep commitment."
Later, Simon attended an hourlong reception attended by about
40 people at Jefferson County
Judge-Executive Harvey Sloane's
home. Sloane had said he would
host a reception for any
Democratic candidate who visited
Louisville.

Terry Isaacs, the former owner
of Isaacs Funeral Home in Arlington, has purchased the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home in
Murray.
Tommy -And Marilyn Walker,
the previous Churchill owners,
will continue to be affiliated with
the local establishment.
Isaacs said good service and opportunity were his reasons for purchasing the Churchill Funeral
Home and selling the one in Arlington. Isaacs, who ran the company with his wife Karen, sold the
business to Randy Orr and Roger
Story.
"It was a painful decision to
make, because of the love and concern shown to my family and me

by the people of Carlisle and
Hickman counties," Isaacs said.
"But, I felt it was something that
would be good for myself and my
family."
Isaacs has been a licensed
funeral director and embalmer
since 1969. He was also the Carlisle
County coroner for 17 years before
retiring last year.
He sees the purchase of the Murray funeral home as an opportunity for advancement that also offered him the chance to work with
his wife and son, Drew.
No major changes are planned
for the 101-year-old local establishment. Isaacs said the name of the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will
stay the same

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING
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has not talked with the caller,
whom he did not identify.
He said he. has received a
number of calls from contributors
who said they did not object to the
rerouting of their money.
Of the $3,000 the PAC has spent
so far, none of it has gone for the
lottery, Briscoe said Friday at a
taping of the "Your Government"
program on WLEX-TV. He has
said several times the PAC will be
used to support many issues.
"It is pro-lottery PAC. It is a
pro-education PAC. It is an antitax PAC. It is going to be used for
any number of issues beyond the
lottery," he said.
Briscoe said he did not know
who decided to redirect the contributions to the PAC but that as
campaign chairman, he would
take responsibility. He also said
the PAC would not solicit and probably would not accept contributions from lottery interests.
The party chairman noted he
gave assurances last year that as
long as he was party chairman or
chairman of the PAC, money raised by the committee would never
be used to defeat any Democratic
candidate. Shortly after his election in November, Wilkinson said
he could conceive of circumstances under which the PAC
might be used against legislators
who opposed his efforts. He later
disavowed the remark.
Briscoe also said he plans to
leave his position as party chairman within 30 days to practice
law. He had said earlier he might
give up the position to become a
lobbyist.
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Truck driver Roger Eldridge washed the road salt off a car carrier owned by Geraldine Jones of Murray.
Eldridge said he had just returned from Indianapolis, Ind., and was on his way to Houston, Texas when he
\stopped in Murray.
Staff photo by David Tuck

Schroader, along
with two juveniles,
arrested following
break-in at store
Jeff Schroader, 21, 100 S. 16th
St., was arrested Friday night
along with two juveniles for the
burglary of Factory Discount
Shoes, located at the corner of
Main and 16th streets, according
to Murray Police Detective
Charles Peeler.
Peeler said the store had been
broken into during the early morning hours on Friday.
Shmader and one juvenile have
been charged with receiving
stolen property over $100 and the
other juvenile has been charged
with the burglary, Peeler said.
The shoes that were taken in the
Incident, valued at approximately
$600, have been recovered by the
Murray Police Department,
Peeler said.

Planning Commission
to meet on Tuesday
The Murray Planning Commission will meet in regular session
Tuesday, Jan. 19 at 7 p.m. in the
Council Chambers at City Hall.
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will also meet in
regular session Wednesday, Jan.
20 at 6:15 p.m. in the Conference
Room, City Hall.

Candidates...
(Cont'd from page 1)
whites and virtually all of the nation's rural poor blacks," the
report said.
A large part of the rural South's
economic crisis stems -from the
decline during the 1980s of traditional manufacturing industries,
which provided much of the
stimulus for economic development in the rural South during the
1970s.
The decline of such industries,
the report said. coupled with the
farm crisis and sharp cutbacks in
federal support for economic and
community development, has left
much of the rural South without
the financial means to attack the
region's increasing economic
woes.
The report poses questions for
the presidential candidates in a
number of rural development
areas and urges them to be ready
with answers as they head south
for the Super Tuesday primaries
and caucuses, when 40 percent of
the eligible voters will come from
rural communities and towns.

Speech...
.
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is row forming in Murray.
Benefits of the DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE* Include:
'More self confidence
• eaclership skills
'Speaking skills
•Selling ideas more effectively
•Executive skills
•Making good first impressions
•More enthusiasm
•Memory skills
•Overcome worry
•Setting goa1s
Sponsored by the Murray-Callowey
County Chernber of Commerce. For
more information please call (602)
7534171 or loll*** I 4600) 24244411.
Ask for Tom Gollkk
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(Cont'd from page 1)
headaches for legislative staff.
House Bill 337, sponsored by
House Speaker Don Blandford,
would repeal that law and replace
it with a mechanism for review of
and hearing on all regulations by
legislative committees.
A vote on the bill is likely on
Thursday in the House. A similar
bill has been approved by a Senate
committee and is awaiting action
in the full Senate.
The legislature will meet only
three days this week. Monday and
Tuesday are holidays in honor of
Martin Luther King Jr., and
Robert E. Lee.

Lax escapes serious
injuries in accident
Steven Thomas Lax, 7, of New
Concord, escaped serious injuries
when he was struck by a car on
Main Street between Third and
Fourth streets Saturday at approximately 10:11 a.m., according
to a report from the Murray Police
Department.
According to the report, the boy
ran into the path of a car driven by
Jay Smith, 74, of Dexter, who was
headed east on Main Street.
Lax was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

High-priced dogs
stolen from local
Murray Pet Center
Four high-priced dogs were
taken from the Murray Pet
Center, 1918 Coldwater Road
sometime Friday night or Saturday morning, according to a
report from Calloway County
Sheriff J.D. Williams.
The shop, owned by Donald R.
Borgarding, was entered by
breaking the front window, the
sheriff said.
Dogs taken were:
—one male Keeshound, two-anda-half months old with silver,
black and gray coloring, valued at
$500;
—one male Teacup Poodle, four
months, solid black, $750;
—one male Chow, five weeks,
cinnamon color, $900;
—one female Farret, one-and-ahalf years, sable color, $100.
Other items taken in the incident were books, plants and
aquarium supplies valued at approximately $500, according to the
report.
Total damage in the burglary,
including $1,000 for the front window, is listed on the sheriff's
report at $3,700.
An investigation is continuing.

King...
(Cont'd from page 1)
rights movement, and Sen. Lowell
Weicker, R-Conn., were among
the scheduled participants today.
Also planning to attend the service and a wreath-laying at King's
tomb were Democratic-presidential candidates Paul Simon and
Jesse Jackson, a former King
aide.
Many Americans saw the third
observance of a national holiday in
King's honor as a challenge to live
up to his ideals.
Fontana, Calif., police confiscated clubs and arrested two
people as 300 marched Sunday to
honor King's birthday despite a
downpour and threats of a disturbance by white supremacists.
The march east of Los Angeles
preceded a speech by Martin
Luther King III, the slain civil
rights leader's son.
"America is still, unfortunately,
a racist nation, not the masses of
people, but a few individuals,"
King told an audience of 1,000.
The Rev. Thomas Sweeney, a
Baptist minister who spoke Sunday in Nashville, Tenn., cited a
rally by about 60 Klansmen in his
state the day before. "When you
see the KKK meeting in Pulaski,
you know it's not over yet."
The Rev. Fred Shutllesworth,
who worked with King in the 1960s
and is now pastor at Cincinnati's

Parrish injured in
one-car accident on
Saturday morning
William T. Parrish, 30, of Route
3, Murray, was injured in a onecar accident Saturday at approximately 9:19 a.m. on North Fourth
Street at Bee Creek Road, according to a report from the Murray
Police Department.
Parrish apparently ran off the
right side of the road, crossed over
the road, struck an embankment
and came to rest upside down, the
report indicated.
According to a report from the
Murray Fire Department, the
jaws of life were used to get Parrish out of the vehicle.
He was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Water skiing items
reported missing
from Purdoms
Approximately $1,500 worth of
water skiing equipment was taken
in the burglary of a lake cabin
reported by an owner, Wells Purdom Jr., located off Kentucky 732
in the Center Ridge subdivision,
according to a report from the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
The burglary was reported to
the department on Saturday. According to the report, a crowbar
was used to gain entrance to the
cabin through the front door.
An investigation is continuing by
the sheriff's department.

Death...
(Cont'd from page 1)
An investigation is continuing
into the incident by the Murray
Police Department, Kentucky
State Police arson investigator**
Teddy Cohoon and Murray Fire
Marshall Phillip Owens.
Greater New Light Baptist
Church, used the occasion to
criticize complacency by fellow
blacks.
"The black community here
doesn't stay aroused and determined long enough to bring about
pronounced change," he said in
Cincinnati.
King was assassinated in Memphis, Tenn., on April 4, 1968. The
Nobel Peace Prize laureate's actual birthday was Friday.
In Philadelphia, Mayor W.
Wilson Goode and Rosa Parks, the
black woman whose refusal to
give up her set on a bus on Dec. 1,
1955, sparked King's leadership of
the 1955 bus boycott in Montgomery, Ala., planned to go to
Congress Hall for a bell-ringing
ceremony.
The most dramatic commemoration today may be in
Selma, Ala., where in 1965 state
troopers confronted civil rights
protesters on "Bloody Sunday." A
candlelight march was to be held
from the First Baptist Church of
Selma to the Edmund Pettus
Bridge, where the confrontation
occurred.
"Some white people in Selma,
probably the majority, don't like
to see people going to the bridge.
They want it all to go away," said
Mayor Joe Smitherman. "But I
tell them it's history, that people
come back to see how much things
have changed. We've made racial
progress here."
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PERSPECTIVE
A warning
on every product?
A new assault is being elementary precautions for
made against the idea that using food and alcohol. Manuople should be accountable facturers of legal products
or their own mistakes. In the have no constitutional or
.state of Washington, four moral obligation to pay the
, ,women who drank beer or li- bills of people who use the
quor while pregnant and gave products foolishly.
!Ir. birth to babies with birth deThe making and selling of
fects are suing brewers and liquor is not prohibited. Sensir distillers for damages. Their ble use of alcoholic beverages
lawyers say the brewers and is socially acceptable. Infor; distillers are to blame be- mation about what consticause the products didn't con- tutes sensible use is widely
tain warning labels.
available. Don't drink if you
Whatever became of the are underage, taking preidea that every person must scription medicines or ill.
pick up a survival kit of basic Don't drink at all if there is a
knowledge while growing family tendency to alcoholfrom infancy to adulthood? ism. Listen to what your docWolfing down a steak care tor says about-drinking durcause a person to choke. ing pregnancy.
Pigging out on sugar can
Must there be a label on
cause problems with the pan- every steak, every package of
creas. Excessive fat in a per- sugar and every jar of instant
son's diet can clog arteries coffee that warns consumers
and cause a heart attack. Too about every imaginable way
much caffeine makes a per- of misuing the product?
son nervous and erratic. Every wine cooler and can of
Drinking while pregnant can beer? Ludicrous as it might
hurt the baby.
sound. that is the direction in
It isn't the fault of the man- which the four Washington
ufacturers if someone slips women and their lawyers are
through without learning the pointing.

r
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The correct way to kick a machine
The guy in front of me put his
coin in the coffee machine. The cup
dropped, the machine whirred, but
nothing came out.
He muttered, then started to
walk away looking dejected and
embarrassed. That's the way many
people react when a machine
doesn't come through: as if they
have been outwitted. They feel
foolish.
"Aren't you going to do anything
about it?" I asked.
"What's there to do?"
What a question. If he had gone
in a bar and ordered a beer, and if
the bartender had taken his money
but not given him a beer, he'd do
something. He'd yell or fight or call
the police.
But he let a machine cow him.
"Kick it," I said.
"What good will that do?" he
said.
"You'll feel better," I said.
He came back and got in position
to kick it, but I stopped him.
"Not like that. You are going to
kick it with your toe, but you can
hurt yourself that way. Do it this
way."
I stepped back and showed him

he put rus torehead close to the

the best way. You use the bottom
of your foot, as if you're kicking in
a bedroom door.
I stepped aside, and he tried it.
The first time he used the ball of his
foot. It was a weak effort.
"Use more of the heel," I
suggested.
That did it. He gave it two good
ones and the machine bounced. He
has big feet.
"With feet like that," I told him,
"you could knock over a sandwich
machine."
He stepped back looking much
more self-confident.
Somebody else who had been in
line said: "I prefer pounding on it.
I'll show you."
Leaning on it with his left hand,

%TAKESHITA
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machine, as if in deep despair.
Then he pounded with his clenched
fist.
"Never use the knuckles," he
said, "because that hurts. Use the
bottom of the fist, the way you'd
pound on the table."
"Why just one fist?" someone
else said. "I always use two.'
He demonstrated, standing close
to the machine, baring his teeth,
and pounding with both fists, as if
trying to break down a bedroom
door with his hands.
Just then, another guy stepped
up. Seeing us pounding on the
machine, he asked: "Is it out of coffee?"
We told him it had shorted on a
cup.
He hesitated, then said:
"Sometimes it only skips one, then
it works OK."
"It's your money," I told him.
He put in his quarter, the cup
dropped, the machine whirred, and
nothing came out.
All he said was "Hmm," and
started to walk away.
"Why don't you kick it?" I said.
He grimaced, "It's only two

TA Q5HITA? .WNAT.
HAPPENEP To NAKAINE?
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Bills will bring down
campaign finances
By Sen. Greg Higdon
The first of what I predict will be
a number of bills aimed at curbing
the spiraling cost of political campaigns were overwhelmingly approved in the Senate last week.
Briefly, Senate Bill 47 would prohibit an individual candidate, a
campaign committee, or anyone
else from accepting contributions
following an election. The bill
would prevent any candidate from
raising money after the fact to pay
off campaign debts, which means
he or she would become individually responsible for the debt.
Senate Bill 53 would limit to
$4,000 the amount a political action
committee could contribute to any
one candidate in any one election.
An amendment to the bill would
limit to 12,000 the amount of money
an individual could contribute to a
PAC in any one election.
I think this will help restore PACs
to what they were originally intended to be: a means for individuals
with limited resources to pool those
resources in order to have a
greater impact collectively than
they could individually. Over the
years, that purpose has been
defeated by the inordinate amounts

GRRAFFITI
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of cash and subsequent political
power some PACehave amassed.
I feel very strongly about both of
these measures and think it is vitally important that they and many
other measures designed to cle'an
up our election system are approved during this 1988 General
Assembly session.
The Senate also approved last
week a bill which I think will help
parents prepare for the big cost of
sending their children to college.
We passed a bill establishing the
Kentucky Educational Savings
Plan Trust. Parents could begin in
in the Plan at the time their
children are basil Contributions
would be tax deductible for donors
and tax exempt for recipients. The
savings earned could be used
toward expenses at any college —
public or private — in or out of Kentucky, as well as at accredited
vocational and technical schools.
Meanwhile, the undercurrent of
fiscal anxiety that has racked the
Legislature this session grew even
worse last week as already dismal
deficit predictions were being
revised — further into the red.
That's bad news on several
counts, because, before we even
begin to pay for the next two years,
we have to cover the shortfall.
We will know more about the impact this might have on future
operations when the Governor introduces his budget next week.
I called a meeting of the West
Kentucky Caucus last week to
discuss two major road projects in
our area.
We again reaffirmed our total
support for these "connector"
highways which should be a boon to
economic development in the
western region of Kentucky.
We hope to meet with Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson and his
Transportation and Commerce
Cabinet secretaries this week let
them know of our unflinching support of these projects and urge the
administration to ensure their
completion.
Again, let me remind you that
you can keep in touch with me during the session by,calling our tollfree number at the Capitol,
1-800-372-7181.
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bits."
Only? I don't know anyone who
hasn't been cheated by a machine
at least once — usually a lot more
than once.
First it was the gumball
machine, taking your last penny.
Then it was the gum machine or.
the L platform. Then the peanut
machine.
And now they all do it. Coffee
machines, soft-drink machines,
candy machines, sweet-roll
machines, sandwich machines.
Only two bits? There are more
than 200 million Americans. If each
of us is taken for a quarter, that
adds up to $50 million.
And it has to be more, now that
machines have appeared in every
factory and office, depot and
terminal.
1 one lost an entire dollar to a
dollar-changing machine. I gave it
five kicks, and even that wasn't
enough; for a dollar, I should have
broken a chair over its intake slot.
If everyone in the country is
taken for a dollar, as I suspect we
all will be eventually, that's more
than $200 million. The empty cup is
a giant industry.
Putting up a note, as many people do, saying, "This machine owes
me a quarter," does little good. The
men who service them always arrive before you get to work, or after
you leave. They are ashamed to
face the people they cheat.
You can put up a note saying,
"Out of coffee," which saves other
people from losing their dimes. But
that doesn't get your dime back.
The answer is to kick and punch
them. If you are old, lame or
female, bring a hammer to work
with you, or an ax.
I feel better, having got this off
my chest. But my foot still hurts.

Looking Back

By Mike Ward

Commonwealth Comment

Ten years ago
That old C.S. Postal Service had
special significance yesterday as
the service cancelled rural mail
delivery in the entire Evansville,
Ind., section which includes 'Murray and all county post offices
because of the snow. G.B. Jones,
superivosr of mail and delivery at
Murray Postoffice, said yesterday
marked the first time since the
early 50s when the mail didn't go
out which was when 14 inches of
snow fell in Murray.

Grand jury system has long history
Question: Why do some states
have grand juries and others don't?
Answer: -There have been
grand jurors," according to
William Shakespeare, "before
there were sailors."
This very important part of our
criminal justice system has grown
up from ancient English times. The
grand jury in America today, as in
England of old, is convened of a
body of laymen free from technical
rules, acting in secret, pledged to
indict no one because of bias but only because of probable cause.
Although the United States Constitution requires a grand jury for
indictment in Federal courts, the
Supreme Court of our country has
not mandated that requirement
upon the states. Therefore, whether
a state has a grand jury system
depends upon its own legislatures
and constitutions.
In Kentucky. a person may not be
convicted of a felony crime without
first being indicted by a grand jury.
An individual can waive grand jury
presentation and be charged by
what is called "information." That
process is rarely used.
Some states have chosen to go
without a grand jury procedure. In
those jurisdictions, a felony charge
may be brought upon a person
merely upon the initiation of the
prosecutor.
The grand jury system in Kentucky is a vital part of our criminal
procedure. It allows lay citizens to
become involved regularly with our

criminal justice system. Not only
do they learn about the problems
and complexities of the investigation and prosecution of the cases,
but they go back into the community and further educate and inform
our society about our criminal law.
A lot of myths and misunderstandings are cleared away with citizen
involvement with grand jury duty.
Kentucky's grand juries are
composed of twelve people selected
at random from a larger jury pool.
Their job — unlike the petit jury —
is simply to investigate, and normally hear one side of the case. If
nine of the twelve are convinced
that a felony has probably been
committed and a particular person
has probably committed it, they
are duty bound to indict. In other
words, the standard for grand jury
indictment is probable cause, not
beyond a reasonable doubt as it
becomes when it goes to a jury for
trial.
Grand jurors serve a valuable
role insomuch as they act as a
check upon tifilimited and
sometimes unwise discretion of the
prosecutor as to whom to charge.
And, insomuch that they retain a
relatively large degree of anonymity, they may investigate and bring
charges in sensitive cases from
which prosecutors might otherwise
back away.
The grand jury proceedings are
secret. The testimony of witnesses
before the grand jury, however, is
transcribed and a copy of that

Letter To The Editor
expenses. Teachers from middle
Dear Editor.
and high school in any subject
Last year some teachers from
areas are invited to attend. Dates
your school aistrict came to Berea
of the program are from June 12-24,
College to attend summer
1988. For further information write
seminars. Once again we are offering a series of seminars, and we ,../Ms. Jackie Betts, CPO 67, Berea
would be grateful if you would help College, Berea, KY 40404 or call
1606) 986-9341 x657l. Application
us publicize them so that we can atdeadline is March 31, 1988.
tract more teachers from your
Thank you for any publicity you
area.
Berea College is offering a series can give the program
Sincerely,
of seminars for secondary school
Jackie Betts
teachers in the southeastern
Coordinator
region. Offerings are crossHigh School - College
discipline and concentrate in the
Cooperative Learning
following areas: The Culture of
Program
Japan. Disease and Culture, and
Berea College
Women's Voices. Participants will
Berea, Ky. 40404
be awarded a 1260 stipend and all

Twenty years ago
Murray Planning Commission
rejected the application of three
evidence is required to be submit- Murray men, Donald Tucker, Bobted to the attorneys for any persons by Grogan and Donald Hunter, for
indicted. The discussions, delibera- permission to construct 20 aparttions, the opinions expressed, and
- Sycamore
ment- buildings
all other business that goes On In
west of South 16th Street.
Street
the grand jury room, however, are
Dark fired tobacco sales will
strictly confidential and not to be
here on Jan. 22, according to
open
disclosed. Also, grand jurors are
Ellis, general manager of
Holmes
immune from any civil suits
Dark Fired Tobacco
Western
because of the deliberation or inAssociation. They were
Growers
dictments returned.
postponed on Jan. 15 because of
Many Kentucky grand juries
snow.
have traditionally issued written
Thirty years ago
reports commenting about matters
report to Kentucky
year-end
A
conthe
as
such
of public concern,
Department of Fish and Wildlife
dition of public facilities. These
Resources by County Court Clerk
reports can be quite helpful inRandall Pattson showed $29,659.85
somuch that grand juries can
had been collected in Calloway
evaluate local issues objectively
County in 1957 for state hunting
and as a body can issue judgments
and fishing licenses.
without fear of recrimination.
Named as officers of Bank of
However, individuals cannot be
named by the grand jury in their. Murray were Tremon Beale,
George Hart, J.D. Sexton, Dr.
reports in a derrogatory manner
F.E. Crawford, L.E. Wyatt, L.L.
without the grand jurors loosing
Dunn, Marvin 0. Wrather, Joe Pat
their immunity. The law is basicalinto
is
job
jury's
Ward, James Thurmond, Margrand
the
ly that
dict or not to indict and they canjorie Shroat Huie and Joe Dick.
not castigate and liable people in
Assets listed for the bank the
their written reports. This rule,
published statement of Dec. 31,
however, does not prohibit grand
1957, are $11,851,790.04.
juries from commenting on public
Forty years ago
issues as long as personalities are
in temperatures
drop
The
scrutiny.
under
not brought
The reason some states do not yesterday to seven above zero and
have the grand jury system is they together with 1142 inches of snow
consider them as cumbersome, which.fell the night of Jan. 16 has
time-consuming, and in many in- caused Misery for local residents.
A season average of $28.58 per
stances, tools of the prosecutor
100 weight for the sale of dark
Our Kentucky grand jury system
is an old one but it still serves a fired tobacco has been listed by
very useful purpose in our modern Cecil Thurmond, secretary of
Tobacco Board of Trade
times.
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Announces Registration For
Ladies' Dancercize
Begot-thong ,January 19th

Tuesdays and Thufsdays
Morning and Evening Classes Offered

a

DANCERCIZE FOR THE FULLER FIGURE AVAILABLE
F or intormation or to register Call

753-5352
'
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SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley Johnson
Do you knkw that we have a
Smiler Employment Program' It
is a job training program whereby
new and additional skills can be
acquired in preparation of
employment for those silver
citizens over 55 who wish to work.
Our placement record is excellent.
Our Home Health Aid Courses are
yet another example of service
and assistance to those who can
provide to those who need it.
When we are asked for information, we have quite a lot of areas in
which to refer someone. Being
able to refer a person to the proper
place for a particular service is an
every day occurrence for us.
If one is needing assistance in
making a will, we set up an appointment with West Kentucky
Legal Services. Should you know a
silver citizen who is being abused,
we will get you in touch with social
services.
We offer Senior Citizens Discount Cards who are available at
our West Main Street office for a
nominal fee. The list of participating merchants of this discount service is quite extensive.
Have you heard that we provide
Transportation for a variety of
reasons? There is a pickup and
return service to any of our
centers for those who are in need

So, what else does the MurrayCalloway_ County Senior Citizens
Organization do? If you were asked by someone considering retirement here or a silver citizen
needing assistance other than the
Meals-on-Wheels service, could
you tell them? Perhaps at the end
of this column you will be able to
do so.
What if you know of someone
who could benefit from a personal
visit every so often? We have
several people making Friendy
Visitation stops all over our city
and county.
This is one of the job responsibilitities of our Area Directors.
You will remember them from
previous articles: Nete Burnham,
May Denny and Verona Grogan.
Although everyone concerned
would like each visit to be longer,
these short, in-the-home stops are
so Worthwhile.
For the homebound as well as
anyone who is taking care of the
person confined, these visits -Arc
appreciated, anticipated and—di
too short. Our three area directors
can only make a limited number
of home visits as there are many
other facets of their positions
Yes, we could use more help in
the form of additional people who
would provide this needed service.

Monday-Saturday Jan. 18th-23rd

Men's & Ladies'
Week

Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter meets

Men's Blazers
(Slightly Irregular)
Sale $24.50

3rd Quality Blazers
Sale

of a hot, nutritionally sound meal
away from home. Grocery and
personal shopping is a valuable
provision of our transporting service. In addition to shopping, we
will see that a client is able to
make a doctor or dentist appointment when there is no other way to
make that visit. We try to provide
everything we can. Many of our
one-day trips planned to enhance
the quality of life for silver citizens
are made with transportation provisions from our organization.
Suppose someone asked you if
there was a group of citizens who
liked to play bridge, canasta or'
Crazy 8's. Would you know where
to get the information? We would.
What would you say if you were
questioned about the possibility of
finding Home Chore Assistance
for an older friend or relative. We
can provide referrals or this.
Our Telephone Reassurance
Program is a wonderful way for a
home-bound person to keep in contact with someone. It is also a fine
way for a volunteer to make an
impact on a person who is limited
in the ability to be active outside
the home. Would you like to make
someone else feel good as well as
yourself? Call us at 753-0929 and
try being a part of our telephone
visits.
Be sure to call us at that number
if you know of someone, anyone
who could benefit from any of our
services. Please let us know if we
can be of assistance to any silver
citizens. Call us also if you can be
of help to one of those citizens. We
have a wealth of information and
personal assistance to provide in a
friendly, warm hearted way.
NEXT: It will be time for many
thank you's to let you know of
those businesses and organizations who help us help you!

18.50

Ladies Tailored
Skirts
Sale S1 8.50

WHOLESALE STORES INC.
At New Location-East South & 5th Sts.
Mayfield. Ky.
VISA-MC
yon.-Sat. 9-5 247-2757

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi met recently at Ellis
Community Center.
Lisa Phillips of Creative Interiors was the guest speaker. She
spoke about "Accessories in the
Home: Reflections of Ourselves."
Refreshments were served by
Penny Dunn and Susan Bogard.
Other members present were
Anna Bailey, Joyce Nunnally,
Pam Collins, Debbie Lyons, Renee
Doyle, Debbie Woods, Krista
Crass, Debbie Villaflor, Martha
Ryan, Bonnie Bogart, Lesa
Stanley, Melinda Pember, Kathy
Bybee, Laurie Rollins and Mary
Ann Barrow.

Happy
Birthday
Sandra

(ROOML'S
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753-0881
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CENTER

Shirts

Men's & Ladies'
2 Pc. Suits

$375

5 or more

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning

Good Thru Jan 30th

Good Thru Jan 30th
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Mr. and Mrs. Rex Dowdy

DATEBOOK
Allied Services board will meet
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. Board of Directors will meet
Thursday, Jan. 21, at 2 p.m. at the office of West Kentucky Allied Services, 400 North Fifth St., Mayfield. Nancy Wells, office/personnel
manager, urges all board members to attend.

Sandy Linn, program director
for Calloway County Public
Library, had "Winter Fun" as the
Paris District of First United Methodist Church will have its annual
theme for Story Hours on Jan. 5
leadership training meeting tonight (Monday)from 7 to 9 p.m. at First , and 16; and "All About Me" for
United Methodist Church, Murray. The opening worship will be at 7 p.m. Jan. 12 and 13.
in the sanctuary led by the Rev. Nowell Bingham, host pastor.
"Trucks will be theme for this
Workshops will be from 7:15 to 9 p.m. on Pastor-Parish Relations Comweek, Jan. 19 and 20. The theme
mittees led by Dr. William M. Vaughan, Jr., district superintendent; -10r Jan. 26 and 27 will be "ABCs."
Boards of Trustees led by Sid Easley; "Chairing a Church Meeting" led
Story Hours are on Tuesday and
by Jim and Judy Stahler; Vacation Bible School Directors led by Carol
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30
Maxey; Sunday School Teachers led by Jan Wilson and Marilyn
p.m. Parts and Twos meet at
Flickinger.
9:30 a.ni. on Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Linn said "Story Hours are a'
book
centered enrichment proNew Providence Church of Christ will have a gospel meeting starting gram designed for children, betThursday, Jan. 21, and continuing through Saturday, Jan. 23. Servickes ween the ages of 3 to 9. It consists
will be a 7 p.m. nightly with Jerry Joseph as the guest speaker. The of share time, story telling, acchurch and the minister, Wayne Cox, invite the public to attend.
tivities and art projects."
The Two-Year-Old program is a
special 30-minute version of story
hour designed to help children to
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
begin interacting in a group setwill have its Lee, Jackson and Maury luncheon on Wednesday. Jan. 20,
ting.
The parent is involved in
Major,
S.
William
Mrs.
Inn.
Holiday
Party,
at 11:30 a.m. at Boston Tea
helping the child with listening
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn and Mrs. N.A. Ezell will be in charge of the proskills and activities.
gram. Hostesses will be Mrs. N.A. Ezell and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn.
The library has openings in the
Wednesday Story Hours. Anyone
wishing to register a child or for
Free blood pressure checks will be given on Tuesday, Jan,. 19, from 12
more information call Mrs. Linn
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
at the library, 753-2288.
South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church and the public is
invited, a church spokesman said.

...New Providence plans services

UDC Chapter plans luncheon

By NANCY BY AL. Better Homes
and Gardens Food Editor

Many Kentucky state resort parks will observe Valentine's Day with
special activities the weekend of Feb. 12-14. The vents vary by park, but
all are designed to provide a romantic atmosphere befitting the special
day. Nine resort parks have Valentine's events planned, all with
package prices in effect. Each park will have a dance with special meals
and other activities may include movies, a magic show and other entertainment. The parks involved are Lake Barkley, Rough River, Carter
Caves, Lake Cumberland, Barren River, Kenlake, Kentucky Dam
Village, Greenbo Lake and Cumberland Falls. For more information
call toll-free 1-800-255-PARK.

The recipe for Cowboy Coffee
Cake is one of the most popular
we've ever published. The original
version was at home in the range,
but we've modernized it for
microwave cooking. It's just as
good as the oven version but takes
less than half the baking time.
Cowboy Coffee Cake
2 tablespoons wheat germ
1 14 cups all-purpose flour
314 cup packed brown sugar
1-3rd cup shortening
1 teaspoon baking powder
/
1
4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
14 teaspoon baking soda
14 teaspoon ground nutmeg
cup buttermilk
2 beaten eggs
cup chopped walnuts
Grease an 8- by 8- by 2-inch
microwave-safe baking dish.
Sprinkle with wheat germ. Combine flour and brown sugar. Cut in
shortening to resemble coarse
crumbs; set aside 4 cup. To remaining crumb mixture add baking powder, cinnamon, soda and
nutmeg; mix. Combine buttermilk
and eggs; add to spice mixture.
Stir just until moistened. Pour into
baking dish. Combine reserved
crumbs and nuts; sprinkle over
batter. Cook, uncovered, on 50 percent power ( mediuml 10 minutes,
rotating a quarter-turn every 3
minutes. Cook, uncovered, on 100
percent power (high) 4 to 1
minute more. Serve warm or cool.
Makes 9 servings.
Note: This recipe was tested in
microwave ovens with 625 to 700
watts of conking power.
Nutrition information per serv.
ing 268 cal., 5 g pro., 33 g carbo.,
13 g fat, 57 mg chol., 100 mg
sodium

(Cont'd on page .5)
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Long Coats
$375

Steven Spielberg's
"'BATTERIES NOT
INCLUDED" (PG)

$21°

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Clrining

Good Thru Jan 30th

Good Thru Jan. 30th
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Coffee Cake
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Parks to have Valentine events
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Story Hour
themes listed
by Sandy Linn

Leadership training is tonight

Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, include the following: Joyce Byrley of Kirksey and Edward
Kirks of Dexter.
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Patients are dismissed

BARGAIN SHOWS
SAT. & SUN. AFTERNOONS
& TUESDAY NIGHTS
ALL SEATS 2.50

WINTER SPECIALS

Mr. and Mrs. Rex Dowdy of
Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Jan. 24.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at Ellis Community Center,
Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Dowdy were married Jan. 22, 1938 by A.M. Hawley.
Their attendants were Goldie Morris and Lorene Duncan.
Mrs. Dowdy, the former
Armeda Turner, is the daughter of
the late Silas Turner and Lela
Brooks Turner.
Mr. Dowdy is the son of the late
William Edward Dowdy and
Angie Harris Dowdy.
They have one daughter, Mrs.
Patricia (Pat) York, and one
grandson, David York, both of
Murray.
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

_

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.

•
FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1988

DONATION PRESENTED — Rachel Jackson, right, president of
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women, presented a check for
$50 from the UMW to Euple Ward, executive director of Murray
Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry Inc. The
UMW also gave a donation of $50 to the Marshall County service.

CIVITAN MEETING — At its first meeting of 1988, the Murray Civitan
Club's special guest was Peggy Williams, center, who presented an update of activities at the W.A.T.C.H. ( work activities training center for
the handicapped) Center and a special report of the jobs secured for
many of its clients. The Silver Dollar for the meeting was Wayne
Williams. Pictured with Williams are Prentice Dunn, left, club president, and Gerald Owen, program chairman. The Murray Civitian Club
is one of the local organizations that gives financial support to the center
for support of the mentally and physically handicapped.

olE

.Community events listed
Monday,Jan. 18
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house with Stacy Murdock
as speaker.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
:6851.
762-6862 or 762
————
Murray Chapter Professional
Secretaries International will
have a board meeting at 5:30 p.m.
at Golden Corral Restaurant
followed by meeting at 7 p.m. at
Murray High School.
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet at 7 p.m. in
Basement Conference Room B of
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Purchase Area Development
District Bord of Directors will
meet at 5 p.m. at board office,
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
————
Calloay County High School
Freshman Boys' Basketball Team
will play Marshall County there at
6 p.m.

LI

Murray High School Ninth
Grade Boys and Varsity Girls
basketball teams will host
Mayfield.
————
Classes, including evening
classes, will begin meeting at
Murray State University today.
Evening registration for spring
1988 semester classes will be from
5 to 7 p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom.
————
Murray State Lady Racer
basketball team will play OVCrival Morehead State at 5:15 p.m.
followed by Racers and Morehead
State at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
————
Children's activities with
Dwayne Fulkerson and Dale
Barnett in charge will be at 6 p.m.
and Teen and Younger Men will
play basketball at 7 p.m. at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
————
Youth Club of First Christian
Church will have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
————
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
Fellowship --rne0 and outing for
Outwood residents will be at6 p.m.
at Memorial Baptist Church.
————
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
have a skating party from 6 to 8
p.m.

Monday,Jan. 18
Annual Leadership Training of
Paris District of United Methodist
Church will be from 7 to 9 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
————
Friendship Circle of First
United MEthodist Church Women
will meet with Lanette Hunt at 7
p.m.
Tuesday,Jan. 19
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Retirees of Local 1068 of UAWAFL-CIO and other locals, along
with their spouses, will havke a
potluck supper at 5:30 p.m., in
Fellowship Hall of Memorial Baptist Church.
———
New Providence Homemakers
Club will meet at 1 p.m. at home of
Kathy Walls.
————
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at South Side Manor Recreational
Center off Glendale Road.
————
Jim Welch, a representative of
Kentucky Center for Veterans Affairs, will be at National Guard
Armory, Murray, from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
————
Murray Christian Wome 's ub
will have a luncheon from 1 noon
to 2 p.m. at Seven seas
Restaurant.
————
Calloway County Homemakers'
Council will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
————
Auditions for "The Man Who
Came to Dinner" will be at 7 p.m.
at Robert E. Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
————
Course of Introduction to
Computer-Based Systems, CIS
143, will start at 6 p.m. at Murray
State University. For information
call 762-2094.
————
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.
————
Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Regional Tourism Brochure
Committee of Purchase Area
Development District will meet at
1:30 p.m. at PADD office,
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
————
Healthy Weighs Classes will

Tuesday,Jan. 19
begin at 6:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dexter Senior Citizens Center
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Hardin
State Parking Lot from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m. Blood pressure, diabetes
and anemia screenings and colorectal cancer kits will be offered.

ARIES
invitations. A higher-up needs tactful
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Sit handling.
New starts are favored in business.
_PISCES
You're eloquent now in the expressmaid
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
of
ion
your views and should speak
Some of you will soon be joining a
out at group meetings. Avoid finangroup or club. However, today is not
cial involvements.
the time to try to convert others to
TAURUS
your point of view. Be sure to live and
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pit let live.
The new moon spotlights distant
interests and new horizons. You have
IF BORN TODAY you are an
extra drive now in business, but.may individualist who seems destined to
meet with sotaie delays or obstacles. do his or her own thing. Often you
Persevere.
have an interest in politics, religion,
GEMINI
and reform. Though you can succeed
(May 21 to June 20)
42X1 in business, you're usually happier in
Partners cooperate well with each a creative or professional career.
other today, but in business some you You'll do well in business for yourdeal with are not straightforward. self, but the key to your success will
Attend to bookkeeping. Keep your be your ability to cooperate with
files in order.
others. You'have high ideals, yet art.
CANCER
also practical. You also have an
(June 21 to July 22)
unconventional side. Birthdate of:
Some make an important decision Paul Cezanne, artist; Jean Stapleton,
with a partner or about a partnership. actress; and Janis Jotplin, rock star.
It's a day when your work output will
be good. Get value for your money
when shopping.
Diet Pills Sweeping U.S.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You need the proper balance
between work and play naw. Going
out for fun is favored over home
activities. The day brings you luck
with new beginnings at work.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Though the accent is on romance
and pleasure, you'll also enjoy gains
on the work front. Don't make a
New 'Fat Magnet' Diet Pill
mountain of resentment out of a
Guarantees Fast Weight Loss
molehill of trouble tonight.
BEVERLY HILLS,CA (Special)—
LIBRA
Ari amazing new weight losspill called
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
"fat-magnet" has recently been
Enjoy a workout at the gym or
developed and perfected by two promsome other form of physical exercise.
inent doctors at a world famous hospital
There's a special spark to romance
in Los Angeles that reportedly
now. Home matters become more
"guarantees" that you will easily-lose
important in the coming weeks.

Tuesday,Jan. 19
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
meet at 2:30 p.m. at church.
Golden Circle Class of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
7 p.m. in home of Mrs. Charles
Chaney.
Events at First Baptist Church
will be Mothers Day Out at 9 a.m.:
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Visitation at 6:45 p.m.

Doctors invent
'Lazy Way' to
Lose Weight

Cancer Support Group will meet
Wednesday,Jan. 20
at 2 p.m. in board room of MurrayHazel and Willis Centers will be
Calloway County Hospital.
open from 10 a.m. to.2 p.m. for ac————
Living with Diabetes will meet tivities by senior citizens.
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
Aging Committee of Purchase
of Murray-Calloway County
Area Development District will
Hospital.
meet at 2 p.m. at PADD office,
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
SCORPIO
American Legion Building, South
CIE
Health Express of Murray- (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Expect a flurry of phone calls and
be
will
Hospital
County
Calloway
————
correspondence the coming week.
at Dixieland Shopping Center, Try
Events at Calloway Public
to be less domineering with a
Blood
Murray, from 1 to 3 p.m.
Library will include Parents &
family member. You'll want to buy
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours pressure, diabetes and anemia something for the home today.
screenings and colo-rectal cancer SAGITTARIUS
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
kits will be available.
————
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
fOe
————
Attend to bookkeeping. Get your
Calloway County High School
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2 files in order. It's a good day for
Varsity and Junior Varsity Boys'
p.m. in third floor classroom of contacting others. You speak with
basketball teams will play Fulton
Murray -Calloway County authority and are convincing. OverCounty at Jeffrey gym at 6 p.m.
look a p.m. slight.
Hospital.
————
CAPRICORN
—
—
—
—
Murray High School Varsity
Breastfeeding-Cla.ss will be at 5 (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Iris' and Boys' basketball teams
You feel more confident today, but
in third floor classroom of
p.m.
will host Heath at 6 p.m. Pep Band
should keep a career plan under
still
Murray -Calloway County
orill play.
wraps. Buy some 'personal items that
Hospital.
————
you need, but be wary in financial
Evening Registration will be
dealings with ot,hers.
Doris
with
bridge
Ladies' day
from 5 to 7 p.m. in Curtis Center
AQUARIUS
Rose as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Ballroom, Murray State
at Oaks Country Club.
Now you'll have time to tend to a
University.
————
project that's been on the back
————
J.N. Williams Chapter of United burner. Social life picks up. Accept
Senior citizens activities wiry,
Daughters of the Confederacy will
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
have a luncheon at 11:30 a.m. at
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Willis Centers; and from 10 a.m.
————
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Land Between the
in
Events
————
Lakes will include;Skywalk at 2
Events at First United
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Methodist Church will include
Center.
Mothers' Morning Out at 9 a.m.
and Work Area on Education at 6
Events at Calloway Public
p.m.
Library will include Parents and
————
Fidelis Sunday School Class of

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 4)

Richardson is speaker
Bethel Richardson, a Certified Public Accotmtant from Murray, was
guest speaker at a meeting of Community Hospital Ladies Auxiliary of
Mayfield on Monday. Jan. 4. Richardson discussed the implications of
the new tax laws.

Life House plans Prayer Time
Life House, crisis pregnancy center at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, will
have Prayer Time from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. This will be a toime of conversational prayer in which people can come to Life House and pick up a
concerns sheet and meet with Phil Kilby, Life House director, in order to
pray for these needs. "People can stay for as long as they want to, for
short a time as wanted, or can come at any time during this period,"
Kilby said.

2
Winter
1)
4;

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

$219
Special Good Jan. 18-23

T.J's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

fat by simply taking their tested and
proven nev. pill
No Dieting—Eat Normally
Best of all, "you can continue to eat
all of your favorite foods and you don't
have to change your normal eating
habits. You will start losing fat from
the very first day, until you achieve the
ideal weight and figure you desire."
There has never been anything like
it before. It is a totally nev* major
medical breakthrough for weight loss
().vorldwide patent pending).
Flushes Fat Out of Body
The new pill is appropriately called
the "fat-magnet" pill because it breaks
into thousands of particles, each act-,
ing like a tiny magnet,"attracting" and trapping many times its size in fat particles. Then, all that trapped fat is
naturally "flushed" right out of your
body because/it cannot be digested.
Within 2 days you will notice a
change in the color of your stool as
the fat particles are being eliminated.
"Pills Do All the Work"
According to the doctors, the fat.
magnet pills do all the work while you
quickly lose fat w ith no starvation diet
menus to follow, no calorie counting,
no exercising, and no hunger pangs.
It is 100% safe. You simply take the
pills with a glass of water before meals.
The fat-magnet pills have just been
offered to the American public and are
already sweeping the country with
record sales and reports of dramatic
weight loss. It's the "lazy way" to lose
weight for people who enjoy eating.
Now Available to Public
If you need to lose 20. 50. 100 pounds
or more, you can order your supply
of these new highly successful fatmagnet pills (now available from the
doctor's exclusive manufacturer by
mail or phone order only) by sending
$20 for a 90 pill supply S2 handling), or $35 for a 180 pill supply(
handling),cash,check or money order
to: Fat-Magnet, 9016 Wilshire Blvd.,
Dept WH26. Beverly Hills, Ca 90211
(Unconditional money-back guarantee if not 100% satisfied.) Visa,
MasterCard and American Express
OK.(Send card number, cxpire date,
and signature.) For fastest service for
credit card orders ONLY call anytime
24 hours, toll free 1(800)527-9700,
ext. WH26.

50% off

All Clothing
Many Racks $10 $25 $15 1„,,,eitstOrd4t.
,
tistil
4 114
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DR.GOTT

Two factors
cause strokes
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT My father, a
quadriplegic, had intestinal surgery,
after which he lay flafkfor 48 hours.
Then he was put into his wheelchair
and immediately had a massive
stroke. Is there any connection?
DEAR READER: Probably not.
Strokes come from two sources: blood
clots or hemorrhages.
As people age and develop arteriosclerosis, tiny blood clots tend to form
on, and adhere to, the roughened —
and often narrowed — arterial linings. Although most of these clots are
lysed (dissolved) by natural compounds present in the circulation,
sometimes they break away from the
arterial lining and, like debris in a
rushing brook, are carried along in
the bloodstream. They cause no diffi-
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culty until they become wedged in a
small artery or in the narrowed segment of a larger blood vessel. At this
point, they cause blockage which interrupts bloodflow and prevents oxygen from reaching part of a certain
organ. If the blood clot blocks circulation to heart muscle, heart attack follows; if blockage occurs in blood vessels feeding the brain, stroke ensues.
Sometimes, in special circumstances, clots form within the heart
chambers themselves and can be carried either to the brain or to the arms
or legs. This is called embolism.
Most strokes appear to be caused
by clots that break away from the lining of the carotid arteries, two large
vessels that carry blood from the
heart up through the neck to the brain.
In my opinion, your father's massive
stroke is not likely to have been the
result of his being moved from bed to
wheelchair. Nonetheless, such an
event is within the realm of
possibility.
Hemorrhagic strokes occur primarily in people with hypertension.
This disease puts enormous strain on
the arterial system because the outward pressure exerted on the arteries
is much higher than normal. With
time,small arteries in the brain burst
from the excessive pressure, flooding
nearby brain tissue.
The dual nature of strokes was recently brought home to rrie. A patient
was in dallier of having h stroke be-

cause of diseased carotid arteries He
had had several transient ischemic attacks (temporary strokes) and tests
showed that his right carotid artery
was dangerously narrowed. After
careful deliberation, he elected to
have the narrowed portion removed,
a procedure calfbd endarterectomy.
Two days after surgery, he had a hemorrhagic stroke. You see, the narrowed blood vessel was, in a sense,
protecting his brain. Once the narrowing was corrected, the pressure in his
brain's blood vessels returned to normal, resulting in rupture of a small
artery. His unfortunate event was a
rare and unpredictable complication
of surgery. Unhappily, he was caught
in a quandary: With or without surgery, he was at risk for stroke.
Prolonged bed rest and inactivity is
associated with the formation of
blood clots within veins, particularly
of the pelvis and legs. This is different
from a stroke. Venous blood clots often are carried to the lungs, where
they lodge, causing a condition called
pulmonary embolism.
In summary, your father's stroke
was probably not related to his surgery or to his mobilization. I think
that he was destined to have a stroke
sooner or later. On the other hand, had
his doctors been aware of his impending stroke, the use of anti-coagulant
medicine —.such as heparin — might
have prevented an unpromising situation from becoming a catastrophe.

1NAL:MART

Kentucky girl dies waiting for liver donor
intestine to function after Nena
received a new liver.
Friends of the Mitchell family in
Harlan, Ky., had raised more than
$100,000 to pay for a transplant,
which was not covered by the Mitchell's insurance.
Nena was born Nov. 12, 1987, two
months premature. She was born
with her small intestine outside
her body, said her mother.

OMAHA, Neb. (API— A Kentucky girl who turned 14 months
old last week died late Sunday
while awaiting a donor for her
diseased liver, a spokesman at the
University of Nebraska Medical
Center said Monday.
Hospital spokesman Tom
O'Connor said Nena Marie Mitchell died at 11:55 p.m. CST Sunday from "instage liver disease."
The girl, daughter of Steve and

Lana Mitchell, had been at the
Medical Center since her Jan. 2
transfer from the University of
Tennessee Memorial Research
Center and Hospital, O'Connor
said.
Doctors had feared the girl
would need both a liver and small
intestine transplant when she first
arrived in Omaha: However, doctors said they would try to get her

Community...

Wildlife artist Harlan Hubbard dies at 88

(Cont'd from page 6)
Wednesday,Jan. 20
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Functional design pieces by
BFA candidate Sharog
Snowberger will be on tisplat
through Jan. 31 in Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.

MADISON, Ind. (API — Artist
Harlan Hubbard, who lived a simple life in the wilderness creating
paintings, drawings and woodcuts
that are considered among the
finest ever made in the Ohio River
Valley, has died at the age of 88.
Hubbard died Saturday night at
a Madison hospital following a
lengthy illness.
The Bellevue, Ky., native also
was the author of three books,
"Shantyboat," "Payne Hollow,"
and "Journals; 1929-1944."
."Payne Hollow" refers to his
home, a cabin along the river

about nine miles from Madison,
where he lived with no electricity
or modern conveniences. His artwork and unsual way of life attracted visitors from across the
country.
In 1986 Hubbard became the
first winner of Kentucky's governor's award for lifetime achievement as an artist.
A memorial service will be held
Feb. 6 at Hanover College.
Memorial contributions many be
made to the Hubbard Fund at
Hanover College.
He had no survivors.

"The Elders of the Tribe,"
featuring work of 44 American artists, will be on exhibit through
Jan 31 in Clara M. Eagle Gallery
of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
————
Events at First United.
MethodistChurch will include
-MANILA, Philippines ( AP) —
the number of people who have
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
estimated' 80 percent of
been killed since campaigning for
An
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.; AdFilipinos voted in regional electhe elections started seven weeks
ministrative Board at 7;30 p.m.
ago. On Sunday night, a gubertions today, despite widespread
including the slaying of a natorial candidate was shot to
violence,
Elm Grove Baptist.Church will
campaign worker who tried to stop
death as he prepared to give a
have family night potluck at 6 p.m.
from stealing a ballot final campaign speech, and four
gunmen
with mission organizations to
people were kidnapped hours
box.
meet at 7 p.m.
Armed men also stopped some
before the polls opened.
In an unrelated development,
from casting ballots on
voters
Events at First Baptist Church
island and voting was the military said at least nine
Mindanao
will include Bible Study at 9:45
suspended in areas of Negros soldiers were killed and five peoa.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
of ballot thefts.
ple were wounded today in three
a.m.; Fellowship supper at 5:30 island because
the campaign worker, clashes with communist rebels,
The
death
p.m.; business meeting, youth
reported election-related
which were not connected to the
fellowship and children's choirs at the only
today, raised to at least 87
balloting.
killing
6:30 p.m.; Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist •
BOBBY WOLFF
Chuch will include Youth Council
at 6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting and
Youth Bible Study at 7 p.m.; San"Order is the shape upon which cash his club ace and lead a low
tuary Choir at 8 p.m.
beauty depends."
club. If West grabs his king, dum————
— Pearl S. Buck. my's jack is established. When West
Events at First Christian
ducks, declarer plays low from
Church will include Youth Club at
dummy and East wins his queen.
4:45 p.m.; Prayer Moments in
The play of today's game be- With nothing left but hearts, East
sanctuary at 5:05 p.m.; Super Dincomes
a thing of beauty if the clubs must offer a ruff and discard for
ner at 5:30 p.m.; Bible classes at
are played in the right order. If they South's 10th trick.
6:30 p.m.; Mancel Choir practice
are not, the result is just another
NORTH
1-18-A
at 7:30 p.m.
ugly set.
•Q 10 9 8 5
•K6
The defense cashed two quick
•A K 7
heart winners and East shifted safe•J 9 4
Hello
ly to a trump. South won, drew a
EAST
second round and then cashed the WEST
Stranger!
•
6
4
42
three high diamonds, ending in his
V J 10 4
A Q9752
Searching for answers to all
hand. Next he led a low club to dum•8 6 3
•9 5 4 2
those who/what/where questions
my's nine and East's queen. The fi- •K 10 6 5 2
about your new city'?
•Q 8
nesse won but the game was still
SOUTH
WELCOME
WAGON
As
lost. East exited safely with another
•A K J 7 3
Representative, it's my job to help
club, and the defendersenjoyed two
you get over the hurdles of being
IP 83
hearts and two clubs for one down.
a newcomer
•Q J 10
By bringing you some useful
South did well to eliminate three
4A 7 3
gifts. Community info Advice on
suits before making his move in Vulnerable: Both
reliable business in your new
clubs. However, he missed a much Dealer: East
neighborhood And more Call .
The bidding.
better shot at making the game.
South
West
North
After the diamonds are cashed, East
2 111•
2.
Pass
4+
East is known to have started with
Pass
Pass
Pass
two spades, six hearts (his weak
'weak two-bid
two-bid)and three diamonds. ThereOpening lead: Heart jack
fore, he can hold only two clubs. And
3079
Hostess Kathryn Outland '53
LEAD WITH THE ACES
since East is likely to hold one of the
1-15-8
Aso Hostess Inge:i0n.9 King 492-8348
missing club honors, South should South holds:•J 8 5
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Many Filipinos vote despite violence
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

dor
Dear Hearts
50% Celanese Fortrer polyester)
50% cotton 44-45 Inches wide Red
hearts on a while background Use for
dresses or blouses Machine wash

Yard

Reg. 1.67
Reg. 3.47

Forte,' rs a trademark
of Celanese Fters Inc
tor polyester

(Th

Garden Glitz Prints
75.* Celanese Fortref•

polyester)
25% cotton Ideal for dresses Machine
wash and dry

Mirage Prints
100* Cotton 44-45 Inches wide Choose
from a wide range of pastel colors Ideal
for dresses or blouses Machine wash
and dry

taic4

•K Q 1095
•7
4 10 9 8 2

Adv

yard
Reg. 2.97

Yard

Reg. 3 47

Fortrel
a fraderoad
of Celanese Fibers Inc
tor polyester

Web
Wonder Under*" Adhesive
turn
The paper backedweb that
tab,,
.any iabrc into a tusible
Machine wash & dryof

SAVE 29%
Polyester
Braided Elastic
Asorted widths and
lengths 70% Polyester/
30% rubber Shrink
resistant Petted for
wash & wear garment',
and swimwear

fiegrstered Tradernarlfs partnerste,
Leveled
Pee Companf

Reg.
97C

Autos For Sale By
Government

East
1+

Late-modgl Luxury Autos, Yachts, Boats, Airplanes, Vans, Trucks, Furniture, Stereos, TV's, Expensive Jewelry, much, much more seized in
Gov't Drug Raids and Surplus. Buy for own use or resell at BIG PROFITS.
Sales now being held in your area and around U.S.A. For information
phone 1-216-453-3000 Ext. A7030
019137DSA EA151

bid.

2 NT

South

West

Pass
Pass

2

3 NT

North
2•
All pass

ANSWER: Diamond seven. With no
side-entry to your own suit, lead
partner's suit. He had a reason to
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply

•,Wal Mari Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wai-Men Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less

$3.00 OFF

rat

3
01

•
sT

s 13 Color Portraits
1-8x10, 2-5x7's
.
,10-Wallets
SAVE 20%

Organizer
Stitch 'N Store Floss
into
Sturdy plastic boa divided
several compartments Include'
1(X) floss bobbtnr.

ONLY

a

."*.omOR

$6.95

Plus a 954 Sitting Fee

(Reg. $9.95)

Advertised specials include traditional poses only. Limit one
special package per sublect Black and white backgrounds
and special effects portraits NOT available in advertised
package NOT valid with any other offer ALL AGES WELCOME
FAMILIES AND GROUPS $1 50 EXTRA PER PERSON POSES OUR
SELECTION • Approximate Size

WAL-MART
Sale Good thru Wed. 1/20/88
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

MERCHANDISE
ADVERTISED
WAL-MART'S
VOliCT—I S our osiintion to have every advertervl 4ern

etor-V However 4 due to any unforeseen rP/ISon an
advemsed tern a not evoke)* tor purchase WW Mart
we ss.P.• a Ram Chock on reduest for the roe/chary**
to he potcheserl at MP sale pm,whenever avertable a
Will.rtui yryll a sender dem at a comparatre reduchon fl
pnce We few." the nght to Ifmrt duedlthes Lendattons
.'ad on Nee Masco

,...,-.=....,..."...
! ,.a.y.gd1,...........

1

't

WI KEEP AMERICA SMILING

• sae" rol 1114S tIl•VIVIIMS • es

5.

Shooting Days/Dates:
Thurs. through Mon., Jan. 21
Photourapherilours:
Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12-5:30 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

PRESENT THIS AD TO PHOTOGRAPHER
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Cows, bulls, vealers steady;
Feeder steers, heifers higher
Cattle 1046 - Calf 1 Compared to
4 weeks ago Slaughter Steers and
Heifers Poorly tested, Cows steady,
Bulls steady-1.00 Higher, Calves
untested, Vealers steady, Feeder
Steers and Heifers 3.00400 Higher.
Slaughter Steers: Select and
Choice 2-3 945-1330 lb. 61.00-63.25
Slaughter Heifers: Choice 2-4
930-1270 lb. 60.00-62.75
Slaughter Cows: Breaking Utility and Commercial 2-3 41.75-44.25,
Cutter and Boning Utility 1-3
41.75-47.25, Several Dairy breds
44.75-52.00, Cutter 1-2 40.50-43.25,
Several dairy breds 42.00-45.00 Canner and Cutter under 800 lb.
35.00-38.00
Slaughter Bulls: Yield 'grade 1
1865-2005 lb. indicating 80 Carcass
boning percent 59.75-60.00, Yield
grade 1-2 1650-2140 lb. indicating
77-79 percent 54.00-58.00
Vealers: Choice 180-300 lb. 80.00
individual 85.00
Feeders - Steers: Medium and

Large No. 1 235-310 lb. 109.00-125.00,
300-400 lb. 97.00-109.00, 400-500 lb.
86.00-94.00, lot of 4 100.00, 500-600 lb.
77.00-87.00, lot of 4 517 lb. 100.00,
600-700 lb. 75.00-82.00, 700-800 lb.
65.00-72.00, lot of 13 721 lb. 75.00,
900-1100 lb. 62.00-64.00, Medium No.
2 300-500 lb. 67.00-93.00, 500-650 lb.
72.00-77.00, 700-900 lb. 63.00-67.00,
Large No. 2 220-315 lb. 80.00-84.00,
400 lb. 73.00 545-635 lb. 66.00-68.00,
Small No. 1 300-500 lb. 70.00-88.00
most 72.00-79.00, 500-600 lb.
66.00-76.00, 600-700 lb. 69.00-75.00
Heifers: Medium No. 1 and
Le rge No. 1 300-400 lb. 84.00-94.00
400-500 lb. 76.00-82.00 individual
88.00, 500-600 lb. 72.00-78.00, 600-700
lb. 67.00-74.00 700-860 lb. 62.00-63.00,
Medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 74.00-82.00,
600-700 lb. 53.00-62.00. Small No. 1
300-500 lb. 66.00-79.00, 500-650 lb.
68.00-70.00.
Stock Cows and Calves: Medium
No. 1 700.00 with 150-225 lb. Calves
at side.

The 1988 officers of the Kentucky Fertilizer and Agricultural Chemical
Association were elected recently. Dan Hutson 11 of Murray, second
from the right, was chosen to be secretary. Others pictured above are,
from left: William Quisenberry, vice president, Winchester; Ed Ruzic,
Jr., president, Louisville; and C. Vann Bryant, treasurer, Paducah.

Albert Schmidt, left, service forester for the Kentucky Division of
Forestry, is pictured with Brown Tucker of Kirksey. Schmidt and
Tucker examine the stump of a tree in Kirksey that has been officially
recorded as being 220 years old.
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Wondering how you will cope
with the extra pounds you picked
up during the holidays? You might
have some concern for your pet as
well. Chances are, if you picked up
weight, so did your pet.
Pets tend to gain weight over the
winter months anyway, especially
pets confined to a house, because
their owners spend less time exercising them outdoors in cold
weather. During holidays, there is
the added temptation to feed them
"treats" from the table.
In all, about 30 per cent of all pets
are overweight — and this causes
problems for almost every system
in the animal's body, especially the
skeletal ,and cardiovascular
systems.
Extra Loads
Both bones and joints have to
carry extra loads in an obese
animal. Knee joints in small breed
dogs and hip problems ill large
breed dogs are quite common.
Obesity is also a contributing factor in spinal ,disc disease. These
problems are more easily managed when an animal is at its proper
weight, or even a little under
weight, than when an animal is
overweight.
Cardiovascular disease is also
common in overweight animals. As
the animal's weight increases, so
does the demand for blood flow and
oxygen. This places an added demand on the heart to keep up with
the body's needs. This, in turn, can
result in heart failure, wlien fluids

fill the lungs or abdomen because
the heart can't keep up with the
demand.
If your pet is overweight, all may
not be lost. A few simple guidelines
will usually assure that your pet
will lose some of that weight, and
if it is not overweight, that it will
not gain too much weight.
1. Avoid table food, which is the
leading cause of weight gain in
animals. Prepared commercial pet
foods contain all necessary
nutrients and calories.
2. Provide adequate exercise.
Usually walking or running or jogging with dogs is sufficient. Playing with toys is probably adequate
for cats. But if your pet does
nothing but eat, sleep and lay
around, it will gain weight.
3. Make sure everyone with access to the pet cooperates. No
reducing effort can be successful if
the efforts are undermined.
Remember two things: your
pet's weight is your responsibility,
it will eat whatever you provide,
even a diet loaded with excess
calories. Also remember, an
animal in good condition will live
an average three to four years
longer than one which is
overweight.
Your veterinarian can assist you
in a weight loss plan for your pet,
as well as in devising a plan to prevent excessive weight gain. Today's veterinarians are trained in
nutrition and diet management, as
well as for medical emergencies.

\ \i&
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Do yourself and other American
farmers a favor. Fill out and return
--your Census of Agriculture report
form by February 1,1988.
It's vital to our farm economy.
You can use agriculture census data,too. It's available at your
local and state university libraries.
You'll find facts and figures about
every county in America.

And you can use that information
to better plan your own production
Fid marketing.
• So fill out and return your
Ag-Census form early. All the
information you give is completely
confidential.
That's
guarantied by law.

Ag-Census '87

'87 WAGONEER LIMITED
The ultimate in 4 wheel drive, tuil
power, leather, aluminum wheels,
173 H.P 5000 lb towing capacity.

List New Neer $23,000

97.487
Plus tax & licens€:

•/,;.
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Raise the flag for American agriculture.
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Here's the
Difference

84 Month Battery

•More cold cranking amps.
*More pure starting power.
*Longer warranty
*Lower cost per month.

544
8
0

THE BEST PARTS IN AUTO PARTS.

J
If you're tired of singing the same old song every winter, maybe you should check your home's Insulation.
Without proper insulation your heat, and heating bills,
go right through the roof.
Insulation efficiency in your ceilings, floors and walls
Is rated in "R" values. For example, R-30 for ceilings,
R-18 for wails and R-19 for floors are levels which can
keep your home warm.\bur local Rural Electric Cooperative will gladly perform a free energy analysis of your
home and show you where you can save energy and
money by adding to existing Insulation.

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
STARTERS
ALTERNATORS
NEW WATER PUMPS
BLOWER MOTORS
HEATER CORES

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
Aricdtitmc
--- Licartok.__

Motorcroft

Auto Shack

Delco

60 Mo Battery

55 Month Battery

60 Mo Battery

4988 3688

5488

HEET

DE-ICER

33' 67'
•••

‘bu con always increase your home's energy efficiency by installing storm windows and doors and by
caulking and weatherstripping around windows and
doors.

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
South 12th St. in Southside Center

MAYFIELD—OPEN4AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
.247-4171

Coll us. %bu may sing a different tune this winter.

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Como
753-5012

Owe Mille
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The Best Parts In Auto Parts.
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Martin, Mann explode down stretch

Murray reverses losing trend,
pulls away from Eastern 95-84
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Murray State learned its lesson against Western
Kentucky University and displayed its newly-found
knowledge in a 95-84 win over Eastern Kentucky in
an Ohio Valley Conference match-up Saturday night.
After dropping a 50-49 decision to WWI: as the
result of poor play down the stretch on Tuesday, the
Racers, 7-7, became terrors in Saturday's final
minutes, stretching a two-point lead at the 5:56 mark
into a 14-point margin with 1:30 remaining as juniors
Don Mann and Jeff Martin asserted themselves as•
two of the conference's best offensive weapons.
Mann scored six points in the final six minutes and
ran the MSU offense at his point guard position to
perfection, freeing Martin for a game-high 36 points.
"I think the fellas are enjoying the results of patience and hard work," MSU head coach Steve
Newton said. "They made up for the loss. I think
after that loss to Western, they knew they were going
to turn it around."
Mann began the outburst with a dazzling five-foot
jump shot in the lane while drawing a foul from
EKU's Bobby Collins. Mann sank the free throw giving the Racers a 79-74 edge.
Martin upped the lead to seven off a Mann assist,
before Charles Baker could end the Colonels'
drought with a pair of free throws.
Martin then traded a turn around jump shot for
two more Baker free throws and Mann nailed a six
footer, again in traffic, to give MSU an 85-78 lead.
The 5-8 guard drew a charge from Tyrone Howard
on an Eastern fast break, then Howard fouled out.
hacking Martin who nailed the free throws for a ninepoint margin.
Martin followed with a leaning eight-foot jump
shot at the 2:26 mark, then hit a free throw and a layup to give the Racers their 14-point advantage and
secure MSU a 2-0 conference record.
"I felt like it was at the point in the game where I
had to make something happen to pull away," Mann,
who finished with eight assists and four rebounds,
said. "It was a nip-and -tuck game and we needed a
run to open things up."
And once Mann opened up the outside by hitting
2-of-6 3-pointers on the way to his 26 points, Martin
was more than happy to run up his scoring average,
which was third best in the country going into the
game.
"Martin's great. He's just unstoppable," Mann

MURRAY STATE 95
E.KENTUCKY 84
MURRAT ST.
1-5
Martin 14-24 8-10 36. Ogden 2-4 4-4 8. Sias 2-9 1-2 5 Mann 8-15 8-10 26, King
3-4 0-0 7. McClatchey 0-3 0-1 0 Foster 3-5
Brooks
1.
0.02. Kimbrough 0-0 1-2
4-6 10
Totals 33-69 26-33 95
L. KENTLICKV
20.
Collins 4-7 0-1 9. Phillips 1-2 0-0 2. Howard 3-11 11-20 17. O'Bryant 9-15 2-3
McGill 9-18 2-3 23. Baker 1-2 4 46. Curtis 2-4 0-0 4. Davie 0-0000. Spence 1-3
1.23. Taylor 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 30-62 20-33 84
Halftime- E Kentucky 37. Murray St 32 3-point goals-E. Kentucky
Mann
4-11 (Collins 1.3, McGill 3-6. Curtis 0-1. Spence 0-1 .. Murray St. 3.8
Fouled out-None Rebounds- E Kentucky 38
2-6. King 0-1, Brooks 1-1
-E
Assists
11
Ogden
13
St
Murray
).
7
Howard
O'Bryant.
Phillips.
Kentucky 9 i McGill 4,. Murray St 17 Mann Si Total fouls- E. Kentucky
30. Murray St 29.
Attendance-5.250

said. "Down the stretch, he just took over."
Martin added six rebounds and a pair of assists to
his point total while playing the entire 40 minutes.
And while Martin may be an unselfish player, performing well in the nationally televised game gave him
some satisfaction.
"It felt really good," Martin said after his highest
point total of the year. "I was pleased to do as well as
I did. It's nice to contribute to a big win."
While Mann and Martin ran up impressive
numbers, Newton was impressed with his bench-play, especially after losing three players on fouls.
"Depth was a definite facior in the second half,"
Newton said. "We had strong bench play and Carl
Sias went to war for us on the boards."
Sias grabbed six rebounds and chipped in five
points, but it was Chris Ogden who continued to lead
the Racer inside attack, grabbing 11 boards while
putting in eight points. Forward Linzie Foster came
off the bench for 10 points and guard Terence Brooks
scored seven.
The Racer balance wasn't evident in the first half,
however, as Eastern opened up a 12-point lead at the
11:56 mark.
Martin connected on a free throw, however, and
Mann drilled a 3-pointer to cut the lead to 18-10 at
with 11:22 remaining and Eastern settled for a 37-32
halftime lead.
Eastern, 8-6 and 2-1 in the OVC. was led by Jeff
McGill's 23 points. Howard added 17 and seven
rebounds.
The Racers out-rebounded Eastern 43-38 and committed 11 turnovers to EKU's 13. Both teams shot
(Cont'd on page 9)

Murray State guard Don Mann slices through Eastern Kentucky's Jeff McGill and Randolph Taylor for two of
his 26 points Saturday night. The Racers improved to 2-0 in the 01'C with a 95-84 victory.Staff photo b‘
W al ker

Calloway'blocks out' memories,
cruises past West Hopkins 86-52

Pressing
the issue
Smith leads MSU
to easy 25-point
conference win
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray State Lady Racers
used a relentless pressing defense
and put four players in double
figures to turn back the Lady Colonels of Eastern Kentucky 94-69
Saturday night in Racer Arena.
The win, their fifth straight, ran
the Lady Racer record to 13-2
overall and 2-0 in the Ohio Valley
Conference. Eastern fell to 3-10
and 2-1.
Despite being hampered by foul
trouble, All-American candidate
Sheila Smith led the Lady Racers
with 25 points. In only 23 mintues
of action, the junior from Memphis was 10-of-15 from the floor
and 5-of-6 from the line. She was
followed closely by teammate
Karen Johnson who tossed in 24
and pulled down 12 rebounds.
Freshman center Michelle Wenning, scooting over from her usual
•forward slot, was 6-of-7 from the
floor, scoring 15 points and pulling
down 10 rebounds. Junior point
guard Rona Poe added 11 with six
assists. Senior forward Cathy Matthews drew rave reviews from her
coach by coming off the bench for
(Cont'd on page 9)

Calloway County forward Fred Jones applies the defense to a West
Hopkins Rebel Saturday night. Jones came up with a steal on the play
Parker
and Calloway came away with an 86-52 win. !gaff photo b, Male! T

By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editors
First the Calloway County
Lakers blocked out the memories
of their previous game. Then they
blocked out the West Hopkins
Rebels in a 50-16 second-half explosion that carried Calloway to
an 86-52 victory Saturday night in
Jeffery Gymnasium.
The meshing of the mental and
physical facets of the game pleased Laker coach Craig Morris,
especially after Friday night's
disappointing second-half performance in a loss to Hopkinsville.
"This gives you something to
smile about," Morris said after
the Lakers raised their record to
4-8.
"We didn't dwell on it," Morris
said of the pre-game talk, with
"it" being Friday's loss after enjoying a 20-point lead at halftime.
"We told them there's no sense in
worrying about things you have no
control over, that it was in the
past. I'm sure they'll never forget
it, but I didn't dwell on it."
The Lakers may still have been
preoccupied, however, during the
first half against West Hopkins.
Calloway jumped out to a 6-0 start
and held a 12-5 edge, but two Rebel
3-point shots chopped the lead to
one.
The Lakers fought out-to a 22-18
lead at the end of the quarter with
Harv Newton's eight points

CALLOWAY 86
W.HOPKINS 52
18 36 41 52
West Illopkbts
22 36 63 86
Calloway Co.
9. Duncan
21.
Oakley
S
Gibson
Hopkins
West
6. Mann 6, T Oakley 4. Farmer 2. Watts 2. Faulk
2, Hamel, Peyton, Barron
Calloway - Wells 24. Newton 19, Jones 14.
Stubblefield 12. Campbell 5, Armstrong 4. Rucc1c,
4. Gibson 2. Adams 2. Carpenter. Childress
Rebounds - Calloway 34, W.Hopkins 15 Field
geals - Calloway 30-53, W Hopkins 15-46 Free
throws - Calloway 23-28, W.Hopkins 15-20 Turnovers - Calloway 9, W.Hopkins 14
Records - Calloway 4-8, W.Hopkins 2-9

leading the way, but West Hopkins
continued the barrage from
beyond the perimeter, catching
and 'passing Calloway on a
baseline shot from Steve Duncan
for a 27-26 lead with 4:39 left in the
half.
The Rebs added another outside
shot, two free throws, then a
3-point shot by Shawn Oakley as
the stunned Lakers saw the deficit
grow to 34-26.
But Newton dropped in an outside jumper and Tim Armstrong
came up with a stolen pass to set
up Corey Wells' personal war.
Wells drew a foul underneath
and sank both free throws at the
2:40 mark go cut the Reb lead to
four. He was fouled on the Lakers'
next possession and sank two
mbre free throws, then, after West
Hopkins missed the front end of a
bonus, Wells took a pass from
Armstrong and tied the game with

a jumper from the baseline with
1:36 left.
Trent Campbell diverted a
Rebel shot with 34 seconds left,
then scored from the lane to give
the lead back to Calloway, only to
have West Hopkins tie the game at
36-36 on a Scott Gibson jumper in
the final seconds.
But the second half belonged to
the Lakers.
CallowAy County scored on their
first seven possessions in the third
quarter, while West Hopkins failed
to score in their first seven
chances - and in each case, the
Rebs were given only one shot at
their goal, as the Laker trio of
Fred Jones, Wells and Newton
staked a claim on the backboard.
Meanwhile, Armstrong and
Chad Stubblefield intensified the
defensive pressure on the Rebel
shooters.
By the time West Hopkins had
called their second time-out of the
half with 3:52 still to go in the
period, Calloway had punched out
a 50-36 lead.
West Hopkins went back into
3-point range to break their scoring drought at the 3:33 mark, but
game-high scorer Wells answered
with a 3-pointer for Calloway, then
scored on a shake, rattle and roil
move inside the lane for a 55-39
edge. The Rebs got two free
throws, but Wells scored from the
(Cont'd on page 9)

PRE-INVENTORY SALE
Hundreds of Selected Items
•Toys
*Games
•General Hardware
Items

60% off
Prices Good Through Jan. 23, 1988

•Small Appliances
•Tools
•Cleaners
•& More

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St

Hours 7 30-6 00 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5:00 Sat

Murray

•
4
•

753-2571 or 753-4110

•
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Spurgin wins WoQdy Hayes Scholar-Athlete Award

•

From MSIL Sports Information

Former Murray State University rifle team member Pat Spurgin
has been named one of the first
recipients of the Woody Hayes
Scholar-Athlete Award presented
by the University of Sertoma Club
of Columbus, Ohio.
Established as a living memorial
to late Ohio State University football coach Woody Hayes,the award
is presented by a national selection
committee chaired by OSU President Edward Jennings.
One male and one female athlete
from each of the NCAA's three divi-

sions were selected on the basis of
excellence in athletics, academics,
community service, leadership,
and moral character.
The recipients are: Division I—
Pat Suprgin, rifle, Murray State
University and Don Buford,
baseball, University of Southern
California; Division II—John Nojima, basketball, California State
Univeristy-Dominguez Hills and
Nannette Hornsby, volleyball,
Mississippi University for Women;
Division HI—Grant Jones, football,
Denison University and Julia

Kirtland, cross country/track,
Macalester College.
"These six outstanding men and
women represent the very finest of
what intercollegiate sports are
about, and those high standards
that Coach Hayes set for himself
and his student-athletes," said Eric
Parks, chairman of the event for
the University Sertoma Club."We
are proud to give these athletes this
award for the highest possible
achievement."
The six will receive their awards
during a banquet Friday night,
Jannary 22, at the Villa Malano

restaurant in Columbus. In addition to the recognition given to the
student atheltes, the University
Sertoma Club will make a $1,500
contribution to the general scholarship fund to the home colleges of
the winners in Hayes' name.
"We're proud Pat has received
an honor she so richly deserves,"
said MSU athletic director Michael
D. Strickland. "She continues to
bring honor to Murray State, even
after her graduation. Everyone at
MSU is excited and pleased for
her."

NFL playoffs
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Regional hoops

No. 5 Wildcats rout Tennessee
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP) — Kentucky's Rex Chapman was ready to
get out of the doghouse.
Chapman scored five poiints in a 13-0 spurt early in the game that
carried Kentucky to an 83-65 victory over Tennessee in Southeastern
Conference basketball Saturday.
"We did it for ourselves because we're tired of getting chewed out
in practice," Chapman said of Kentucky's performance following a
53-52 loss to Auburn and 63-55 win over Alabama. "We wanted to
come out and play good defense and force some turnovers. And that's
what we did."
Chapman also got out of a personal conflict with Kentucky Coach
Eddie Sutton, who had been critical of his shot selection the past few
games
Chapman finished with 23 points, hitting eight of 14 shots. He made
one of two from 3-point territory.

Cardinals cruise past UCLA

Broncos have 'just enough'
for second straight AFC title
DENVER (AP) — The Denver
Broncos had just enough. And
once again the Cleveland Browns
fell short.
Denver is headed for its second
straight Super Bowl — as a 3-point
favorite over NFC champion
Washington — because Cleveland
wasn't as successful on its lastditch drive Sunday as the Broncos
were on theirs last year.
"Last year, I felt elated," Broncos Coach Dan Reeves said after
his team held for a 38-33 AFC

MONDAY, JANUARY 18, 1988

Championship game victory over
the Browns "This year, I feel
numb."
The Broncos staged a 98-yard
drive for the tying touchdown in
the final minutes of last year's
game at Cleveland, then won in
overtime. This time, the Browns
rallied from an 18-point hole to a
31-31 tie, then tried to climb back
again after Sammy Winder's
20-yard touchdown reception
made it 38-31.

Six yards difference enough
to lift Redskins over Vikings
WASHINGTON(AP) — Only six
yards stood between the
Washington Redskins' third Super
Bowl trip in six years and a coin
flip to start their third straight
overtime game with the Minnesota Vikings.
"Six yards, that's the difference
between these two teams," Redskins Coach Joe Gibbs said after
Washington beat Minnesota 17-10
Sunday for the NFC
championship.
The Redskins, who lost 17-0 to

the New 'York Giants for the NFC
title last year, meet Denver,
which lost the league title game to
the Giants last season, in the
Super Bowl Jan. 31 at San Diego.
The Washington defense put up
two fourth-quarter goal-line
stands that averted the third
straight overtime game betwen
the two teams. The Redskins won
each of the previous overtime
flips, last Dec. 26 and the other 14
months ago.

'Raver standouts

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP I — Keith Williams and Kenny Payne each
scored 17 points as Louisville built a 14-point halftime lead and went
on to beat UCLA 92-79 in a nationally televised game Saturday.
Louisville, 7-5, led just 27-21 with six minutes left in the first half
when Williams opened a decisive 16-6 scoring run by hitting a 3-point
shot. He added another 3-pointer and a layup as the Cardinals ran up
a 43-27 lead with 1:05 remaining.
Williams scored 14 of his points in the half, inauding all four of his
3-point attempts.
UCLA,6-9, trimmed the halftime deficit to 50-43 on Craig Jackson's
jump shot with 15:05 left in the game, but the Bruins could get no
closer.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
111.
YOUR,
901 SYCAMORE
gEttnElf AGENT
753-8355

Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
Pct. GB
25 10
714 —
Boston
514
7
18 17
Philadelphia
375 11%
12 20
Washington
12 23
343 13
New York
7 27
206 17%
New Jersey
Central Division
743
26
9
Atlanta
20 11
.645
Detroit
20 14 .588 5%.
Chicago
19 14
576
Milwaukee
17 17
504 8%
Indiana
17 19 .472
oto,
Cleveland
WESTERN t'ONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L Pct. GB
656
21 11
Dallas
2
.588
Houston
29 14
2
21 15
563
Denver
16 19 .467
Utah
7% 14 19
424
San Antonio
9 26
257 IV"
Sacramento
Pacific Division
7
794
27
LA Lakers
21 13
618 6
Portland
7
58.3
21 15
Seattle
04
13 X,
Phoenix

Ker

—

L A Clippers
9 25
265 Is
Golden State
ls 26 1118 70
Saturday's Games
•
Atlanta 101, Dallas 98
Boston 103. New Jersey 96
New York 110. Philadelphia 96
Chicago 115, Detroit 99
Houston 132. Indiana 102
Portland 121. San Antonio 120
Denver 115. Golden State 94
Los Angeles Lakers 107. Phoenix 96
Seattle 114, Los Angeles Clippers 112 )'1'
Sunday's Gaines
Milwaukee ill, Cleveland 93
Washington 130 Sacramento 113
Monday's Games
Golden State at Boston
Atlanta at New York
Detroit at Denver
Houston at Los Angeles Lakers
Indiana at Seattle
Phoenix at New Jersey
Washington at Chicago
Dallas at Los Angeles Clippers
Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Atlanta
Milwaukee at San Antonio
Houston at Sacramento
Dallas at Portland
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

The Murray State football team held its awards banquet Saturday night.
Award winners were: (top row) Richard Miller, Rookie of the Year;
Kirk Brunson, RBI Award; and Stanley Howard, Offensive MVP; (bottom row) Michael Proctor, MVP (Ben Lookofsky Memorial Award);

Jon Tharpe, Tackling Points award and Defensive MVP; head coach
Mike Mahoney; Paul Mckert, Special Teams MVP; and Steve Hill,
Morgan Sisk Award. Not pictured is Jay Lutz, Academic Award winner.
VIM photo bt Bari- Johnron

Calloway 'blocks out' memories...
(Cont'd from page 8)
lane again and Stubblefield fired
in a 3-point shot.
Calloway closed the quarter
wifh a 63-41 lead, then maintained
their intensity in the final frame,
using a 10-0 run to pull out to a
77-46 lead before tacking on the
86-52 final.
"The kids deserve all the credit
for the way they responded in the
second half." Morris said, adding

that he included each of the
Lakers in his praise. "We didn't
lose anything even when we
started substituting — all eleven
kids executed well."
Morris said the Lakers talked
about "heart and pride" after the
tied first half, but added the conversation also included physical
instructions on blocking out under
the boards and pressuring the outside shooters.

Murray reverses•••
(Cont'd from page 8)
around 48 percent from the floor,
but MSU hit 26-of-35 free throws to
the Colonels' 20-of-33.
The game was won, however,
down the stretch — a welcome occurance for the Racers.
"That was a turning point for
us," Mann said of the Racers'
strong finish. "Our team has

Tra ek

always tried to play good, clean
basketball. Sometimes, though,
you have to get a mean streak in
you.
"We decided that we were going
to win and we just did it."
The Racers will be looking for
their next win as they host OVC
rival Morehead State, 4-8 and 0-2,
tonight at 7:30.

Wells led the balanced Laker
scoring with 24 points, while
Newton added 19, Jones 14 and
Stubblefield 12. Gibson scoreti 21
for West Hopkins, 2-9.
The junior varsity Lakers
recorded their second straight win
with a 41-29 decision as Scott
Adams scored 12 points and Benji
Kelly and Cliff Curd added eight
apiece.
The Lakers host Fulton County
Tuesday.

Pressing the issue...

(Cont'd from pip 8)
seven rebounds.
Eastern was led by freshman
forward Kelly Cowan who had 20.
Cathy Snipes came off the bench
for 15 while Carla Coffey had 13
and Sondra Miller 11.
"We felt we had to extend the
game and not let their 3-point
shooters get set," Lady Racer
coach Bud Childers said."Much of
the night, Eastern was unable to
get in the flow of their offense."
"I felt our running game was
superb and our foursome on the
Baptist was third in the sevenfloor (Poe, Smith, Johnson and
team field with 53 points.
Vanessa Gray) played great,"
Murzynowski finished second in
the 3,000 meter run while Diane Childers said.
After Eastern hit a free throw to
Woodside was third in the high
jump and sixth in both the long start the game, MSU ran out to an
8-1 lead and effectively put the
jump and the 55-meter hurdles.
Muehler finished fourth and Jen- game away early, leading by as
ny Edmonds fifth in the 3,000 many as 18 in the first half, and
meter run and Amy Anderson was holding a 43-28 advantage at intermission. The largest lead of the
fourth and Kelly fifth in the high
game for MSU was the 25-point adjump.
vantage at the end of the contest.
Dawn Woodside was third in the
For the game, MSU shot 53 pershotput. The Lady Racers also
cent from the floor and 72 percent
picked up a third-place finish in
the 3200 meter relay and a fourth from the line. Eastern shot a
place result in the 1600 meter dismal 35 percent, including
3-of-15 from the 3-point line. EKU
relay.
had entered the game shooting 35
The Lady Racer track team
returns to competition Saturday at percent from 3-point range MSU
out-rebounded the Lady Colonels
Southeast Missouri State

Lady Racers finish second
The Murray State University
Lady Racer track team set two
school records while finishing second overall in Friday's Arkansas
State University Relays in
Jonesboro, Ark.
The school records fell in the
distance medley relay and the
sprint medley relay, both won by
MSU in times of 12:48.92 and
4:19.19, respectively.
The distance medley relay team
includes Kathy Muehler, Molly
Pholein, Nina Funderburk and
Jackie Murzynowski, while the
sprint medley team is composed
of Jennille Kelly, Tracy Gard,
Kim Koehler and Funderburk.
Arkansas State won the meet
with 113 points, with Murray State
scoring 70 for second Missouri

Calloway responded by finishing
with a 34-15 rebounding edge, led
by Jones' 10 and six each from
Wells and Newton.
And the increased pressure forced West Hopkins into a 15-of-46
shooting performance from the
floor, while the Lakers hit 30-of-53.
Morris was also pleased with
Calloway's ballhandling, as the
Lakers committed only nine floor
errors during the contest and
Armstrong charted eight assists
with his passing.

44-42 and forced 24 EN(
turnovers.
"I thought our girls showed a
great effort," Childers said."We
have had a lot of adversity this
week."
Sophomore center Jeannie
Pollman went down this week during practice with a swollen retina,
and will miss at least a couple of
weeks. Freshman Tawnya Pierce
filled in Saturday for Pollman.
Meanwhile, classmate Cindy Eddy missed her fifth straight game
due to a sprained knee. She has
been cleared to begin practice this
week.
Going into Saturday's contest,
Smith was the third leading scorer
in the conference at 23.1 a game,
and the third leading free throw
shooter. She moved into the third
place on the all-time scoring list
and needs 340 to break the career
mark.
Wenning is fourth in the conference in field goal percentage
and eight in rebounding. Pollman
leads the conference in blocks
The Lady Racers will meet
Morehead State tonight at 5:15 in
Racer Arena. Childers expects the
Lady Eagles to try to slow the
Lady Racers down and play the
3-point shot.

The Finest
Selection of
Used Cars
in Our History!!
Clean!
1986 Buick LeSabre

.

Low Mileage!

state Wagon. 20 XXXrn, 9 pass Well equippoi

Pack.'Saddle

$1

Was

soir

Now .. $10,800
1985 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham 30 XXXmi Wade°
Doctors car Dark Blue Metallic

$1 5,850

Was

Now
1984 Corvette. 45,XXXmi. White

$14,850

red leather Bost radio Extra Sharp'

$14950

Was'

Now..$13,950
1985 Olds Delta 88 Royale Coupe

16,X XXmilesll Loaded Dark Maps'

Was

$8,995

Now.., $8,495
1985 Olds Delta 88 Royale 40r

22,X XX miles! Loaded. Browrybeige
Was
$8.995

Now
1985 Olds 98

Regency Brougham 4 Dr

48,X X Xmi

Pewter/Charcoal

Was

Now
1985 Olds Cigars

$8,495
eather

Loaded

$10,950

$9,950

LS 4 Dr 40,XXXmi 3 8L EFI V-6 with overdrive. good

equipment Cream

Was

$7 99,̀

Now . $7,495
* 1984 Ford Mustang 2dr. hatchback. LX. V-6,
uto, power, air, stereo 14,XXX Certified Miles!!
* 1982 Pontiac Gram Prix, 33.XXX Certified
iles! V-6, stereo, more!

Over 35 Cars In stock, All On Salo!!
Certified Mileage - Owner History

McNutt Motor Sales,Inc.
Pre-Owned Cars

759-1838

700 Main
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By Abigail

24

Van Buren

-Broken VOW -'-Quit Smoking
is Clouding Marriage Plans

i' •

DEAR ABBY: My fiance and 1
have had a loving and honest
relationship for three years. I'm 32
and ht.'s 40. About a year ago I had
a na-airig cough, so he said if I quit
smoking, he would. (We were both
,fairly heavy smokers.) We both
agreed to quit - cold turkey. It
wasn't easy, but I did.
At Thanksgiving I suspected that
he had , been sneaking smokes
because when I kissed him, I tasted
cigarettes, but I didn't want to
believt that he was lying to me.
When his hair and clothes consistently smelled of tobacco, I confronted him and-he admitted that he
was still smoking "a little."
I said, "Either you're smoking or
you're not," and I refused to kiss
Kim until he quit.
He said he needed "time" to quit
again Abby, I love this man, but I
will not marry him as long as he is
smoking.
1-P says I am making too big a
deal of it. Am I?
HEARTBROKEN IN YAKIMA

Notice

2

years I have been involved with a
45-year-old man who has been
married for 20 years, has four teenagers and is Catholic. He has
allowed no room in his life for
anybody but himself, and he's
jealous of everything - including
my telephone.
All he talks about is divorce, how
much he loves me, how much he
doesn't love his wife and how he
wishes he never had the kids.
Several months ago I refused to see
him anymore and told him I wanted
us to get on with our lives elsewhere.
Then he told his wife about us,
moved out of their house and got
hii -self an apartment.(He told his
he was living with another
wi
guy.) He begged me to move in with
him, but I needed some time alone
for a while. Now he says "maybe"
he can get a divorce. He says his
wife will never ask for one because
of their religion, and he himself
thinks divorce is immoral, but he
may consider eternity in hell in
order to be with me now.
This man has admitted to four
other relationships prior to ours.
(One lasted five years and the
woman divorced her husband for
him!)
I have never asked him to get a
divorce to begin with. Is he using
his religion to continue eating from
a "side dish" throughout his life, or
does he really love me? And what
should I do about him?
SIDE DISH

DEAR HEARTBROKEN: No.
But you should realize that your
fiance has an addiction and he
may not be able to quit cold
turkey. If he's serious about
quitting, he can call his local
American Cancer Society and.
inquire about the stop-smoking
clinics and programs in his
area. If he demonstrates good
faith by signing up for one of
these programs, he deserves to
be kissed. If he doesn't, kiss him
DEAR SIDE DISH: The man's
off. He can rid himself of the track record is poor. He's dishabit eventually, if he really honest, and using his religion to
wants to.
his own selfish advantage. Of
course he's using you, and you
are permitting yourself to be
used. And since you asked me
DEAR ABBY: I am 38, divorced what to do about him, I can tell
and have no children. For 2 1/2 you in two words: Dump him!

Race Prints
including the _
"Jmie'
im

2

2

Notice

ROY'S Pharmacy now
gives Quality Stamps

Tole Painting
Books Up To
Numerous Items
Store wide

753-7419

25%
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Free pick-up and deliv
ery. Call Donna Dar
nell, Video Production
Specialties 759 9246.'

off

Uncle. Jeff's
Shopping Cnfr.
759-1042

11 wow

•

Sat. Jan. 23rd
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
1607 West Olive

local claim service"

Nurse Coordinator

Owner-Operator Regina Hale

The West Kentucky Area Health Education
Center is accepting applications for the position
of Nurse Coordinator. This unique position is
structured so that the successful applicant will
work 1/2 time in the staff development department

Spouse Abuse
Volunteer Coordinator

of an acute care hospital and /
2 time in an Area
1
Health Education Center (AHEC).'Responsibilities
include part-time teaching, staff development and
training, coordinating continuing education, and

Full-time position. Minimum qualifications
Bachelor Degree social work or related Human
Services field. Job duties include program administration, recruitment and training of volunteers
and community education.
Send resume by Jan. 21 to:

* * *

developing and implementing programs designed to impact the nursing shortage in rural areas.
Requirements: M.S. in Nursing, Kentucky license.
Teaching experience desirable but not required.

Spouse Abuse Board
803 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071

Salary negotiable. Reply to: Director, West Kentucky AHEC, Clinic Drive, Madisonville, KY.
42431, by February 5, 1988.
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YOU KNOW um-tAT's
A BAD SIGN?

WHEN YOU MEET YOUR
DOCTOR IN THE HALLWAY
THE HOSPITAL,AN HE
DOESN'T RECOGNIZE YOU..

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE
-

NANCY

AMMO
•
allo

I'M CHECKING
MY EYELI175
FOR LIGHT
LEAKS
Humpiy Dumpty's final days

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

WHEN SARGE
GETS A SHOT, IT
THE GUY NEXT TO
HIM WHO GETS THE
SIDE EFFECTS

BILONDIE

2
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11

14
111
II
24

,,,7 5w64R TO DEVOTE MY
LIFE TO DC-5TROY PIRACY,
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Iron symbol
Major leag
Ewe's mate
Above and
touching
10 "A Streetcar
Named
11 Lasso
6
7
8
9

BODE

13 Beef animal
16 Helmond
series
19 Church
official
21 Farm
structure
7
ill.
9
10
22 Shuts noisily
25 Sufferer from
Hansen's
disease
i
27 Strengthen
17
30 '-- are red, '
32 Mannerism
23UU 34 Remain
36 Apportion
28
37 Schoolbook
38 Agile
40 Plagued
41 Gastropod
mollusk
44 Kind of
strainer
ill 41
47 Blood
II
49 Venerates
52 Corded cloth
54 Federal draft
agcy
ill
57 Tellurium
ill
symbol
58 Spanish
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111
article
60 Selenium
symbol
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1 Fondled
2 Latin
conjunction
3 Insect egg
4 Dry
5 Condescending
looks

RECEPTIONIST/
cashier, minimum 30
hours per week. Cheerful,
positive mental attitude,
'-enjoy working with the
public. Start $3.50 per
hour. Appty in person
HeadQuarters Family
Hair Care Center, 715 S.
12th St. No phone calls.
SALESPERSON needed.
Retired person wishing
part or full time sales
position. Qualified person
would be selling lawn &
garden equipment, both
in showroom & outside.
Leads provided for most
outside calls. Demo
equipment, samples and
support materials provided. Send confidential
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-S, Murray, Ky. 42071.
SELL subscriptions for
the Courier Journal. If
You are self-motivated,
have good communication skills, enjoy dealing
with the general public
and would like to have
more information
please call 753-4186, Bob
Rodgers, Mgr.

Start locally, full time,
part time Train on live
airline computers Home
study and resident training Financial aid available Job placement as
stance National Hdqtrs
Lighthouse l't

0000
M000

DOWN

3

le

Answer to Previous Puzzle

43 Harvests
45 Hold on
property
46 Fall behind
48 Country of
Asia
50 Chinese
pagoda
51 Aroma
53 Evergreen
shrubs
55 Yes, to Carlos
56 Cylindrical
59 Boat
61 Repulse
62 Ancient
chariot

1 Pertaining to
punishment
6 Unit of
electric
capacity
11 Retreat
12 Makes happy
14 That thing
15 Cravats
17 Majority
18 Devoured
20 Waste metal
23 Key lime -24 William
Overture
26 Goes by
water
28 Concerning
29 Snake
31 Serving dish
33 Epic poetry
35 Hebrew
measure
36 Apprehends
39 Chairs
42 French article

Help Wanted

6

AIRLINE lobs avaiia•
ble now! Earn up to
$50,000. Mechanics,
flight attendants,
customer service.
1 (315)733 6062 Ext. A
2557 for info/listings.
ATTENTION RN's,
LPN's Parkway Re
gional Hospital, Fulton, 9. Situation Wanted
Ky. is now forming a
LOOKING for a
PRN pool for licensed
babysitter? Call Susie
nurses. Excellent pay &
at 759-1129.
all shifts available. If
full
interested call Director NEED a job part or
time! Will clean house
of nurses, Mon.• Fri
arid office or odd and
52-472-2522.
end jobs. Very reCOUNTER person
sponsible person. Ask
needed. Good wages,
Regina, Kathy or
good hours and working for
Wayne 753-7111.
0y In
conditions. AOcars.
person.:- Boone's WILL clean-up
Reasonable rates. 27
Laundry. •
years experience. 753EXECUTIVE secretary.
3310.
Must be dependable, nee
appearance, working WILL do house cleaning
knowledge of computer/ or babysitting. 753-4906.
word processing. Degree WILL do plumbing inpreferred, not manda- stallation & repairs. All
tory. For appointment guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492-8899
call 474-2228.
FULL and part time or 753-1308.
female kitchen help. WILL do any odd job,
Days, nights and cut and haul shubbery.
weekends. Apply in Also, cut and remove
person or call Big Apple hedges. Call 753-3534 or
Cafe 901-247-3229, 753-3455 anytime.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
12P.M. til 8P.M.
FULL charge COME HOME TO A
CLEAN HOUSE? Will
bookkeeper- Re quirements: 2-5 years also do ironing. Have
experience, mechanical/ references. 753-4339.
automotive system, must
10. Business Opportunity
be able to handle high
pressure deadlines. Op
portunities: challenging
THE $13.99
position, advancement &
compensation increases.
STORE
For appointment call 474,
your :own
"HIRING! Governmenf Open
(and less)
$13.99
$15,000
jobs your area.
ladies or childrens ap- $68,000. Call (602)
838-8885. Ext. 684."
parel store featuring
LOAN officer. Part time,
hundreds of top name
Sat. & Sun. only. Collec
brands for the incredition experience helpful.
ble price of $13.99 and
For appointment call 474less(values to $50.00).
2228.
$19,975 includes inLPN'S 3 to 11 and 11 to 7
shifts. Excellent work
2
/
ventory, fixtures, '31
ing condition and bendays of instore trainefits. Salary competa•
ing, supplies. 2 day
five. Contact: Manor
buying trip & more.
House of Dover, Dover,
Tn. 615-232-6902. E.O.E.
Call Madonna
NEED a lob? 4 openings
Fashions anytime
now. You may qualify
for a brochure.
if: ())you do not have
1-904-785-4111
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
1
Instruction
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
TRAVEL AGE% T
753 9378 between 8:30
TOUR GUIDE
12 00 5 days a week.
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST

6 wks to 5 yrs
753-7359 - 753-5258

Call now for enrollment

Found,

6. Help Wanted

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
E 753-4199
"tree

Lost and

LOST 1 small gold
dangling earring with
opal stone, leaf design
in downtown area Re
ward. Phone 753 1964.
LOST 2 year old black
Labrador Retriever
wearing an orange col
lar last seen on Gibbs
Store Road in the
Snerwood Forest area.
Reward. Please call
days 753-3377 ask for
Jackie or evenings and
weekends 759 1929.

chemotherapy. For
free information call

All Seats $2.5'
Cheri & Cine

Murray Day Care Center

5

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
newer
the
oftreatments such as

Bargain Shows
Sat. & Sun.
Afternoons
& Tuesday Nites

OPEN HOUSE

A great gift idea! We
convert your old 8mm
home movies to video
Call Allison's
tape
Photography_ 75. -8809_
and Vide0 Mart
_
753 1399.

THE DIRECTOR
OF
SENIOR CITIZENS
IS NOW A
SENIOR CITIZEN

Tole Gate

8

2 .Notice

Notice

NAPPYBIRTHDAY
JACKIE -

60% Off

and many others.

Lic & Ins

2

Notice

UUUIi WI
ill

iii

FL

A.C.T. TRAVEL sCifoOL
1 800 327 7728
Accredited memberN H.S.0

14

Want to Buy

WANT to buy a tread
mill 753 8004
16

Home

Furnishings

A PIECE heavy Pine
living room suite
couch; ottoman; chair,
rocker; 2 end tables and
2 lamps. $350 Call
492 8372 after 5P M.
FULL size white pro
vincial bed with mat
tress and box springs,
excellent condition. 753
2644
18. Sewing

Machines

USED Singer sewing
machine sews perfect,
fully guaranteed, full
cash price $29 50 For
more information call
474 8015 ask for Martha
Hopper

19. Farm Equipment
14 PTO power Har Case
combine and bother
headers 474 8064
20

Sports

Equipment

FAYE S hooded sweats
20% and 30?, off Many
youth 753 7743
24

Miscellaneous

LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stocKfor
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502 247 7831.
RUBBER bed mats for
ALL makes of pick up
trucks. Stokes Tractor
753 1319

9
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24. Miscellaneous
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Miscellaneous

26. TV -Radio

29. Heatin

Miirray Ledger & Times

and Cooling

USED c hfral A/C
unit, excellent condi
lion, $250. 759-4718 or
753 7595

SEASONED Oak and LEASE TO OWN Wir
Hickory firewood plus eless remote VCR, $32 a
knots. $30 a rick. Call month. Murray Rental
& Sales. 753.8201.
after 5P.M. 753-7783.
SERVICE all brands of RENT to own a VCR
Apts for Rent
chain saws. Also, 3 and from us in January or 32.
4 wheelers. Stokes February for $10 a week 1 AND 2 bedroom
T rac1OL.Jftdus1fJj and secieve 52_1M apartments for rent,
Movie rentals. Cat: lease and deposit 753
Road.
9208 after 4P.M.
SHARP copiers and 753-7670 or 753-4663.
facsimile machines for RENT to own a TV 1 BEDROOM furnished
sale, service, supplies during January or apartment Available
or free demonstration February, get a VCR January 15. Water and
call 1-800-248-4319, free for a week. Call for cable furnished. No
details 753-7670 or 753- pets. No children. 753Benton, Ky.
5980.
USED 55 gallon drums- 4663.
very good condition.
1 OR 2 bedrooll duplex
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
on N. 5th, Os heat,
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
partly furnished. 1 bedWOOD, $20, delivered.
Un
BANK
REPO
room, $100. 2 bedroom,
474-8064.
FIREWOOD for sale.
belivable! Like new, remodeled, 6 rooms,
Also, tree removing. 30 25. Business Services
1985 Scott, 14x52, 2 $145. Deposit, no chilyears experience. 436
bedroom for orly $500 dren. 362-8609 after
your
tax
refund
GET
2758 or 436-2562.
down, $157 per month 5P.M.
equipped
faster!
We're
FIREWOOD for sale,
with low financing. Can 1 OR 2 bedroom aparto transmit to IRS by
Red Oak, $25 a rick, $28
be seen at Volunteer tment, furnished, some
computer.
Refunds
stacked. 436-5430.
Mobile Homes, Paris, utilities paid. Deposit
issued in average of 18
Seasoned days last year! We can Tn. 901-642-9400.
required. Near unOak. Delivered and transmit if I do the MOVING must sell
iversity and hospital.
pick-up.
mobile
you
1981,
14x72
stacked or
Call 753-4012 or 753-8756.
preparation, you or
Charles Barnett 753- another preparer. Now home. 2 bedrooms, 1 OR 2 bedroom -aparKitchen,
living
5476.
large
tments, rent starts at
preparing individual,
FIREWOOD $25 a rick, farm, business and room with fireplace, $144, water included.'
436-2173
large
bath.
delivered, any amount. partnerships. Call
Murray Manor Ltd. call
474-8817.
753 - 8668 from
Joyce Noel Tax Service after 6P.M.
9A.M.-3P.M., Monday
489-2440 for appointFORD diesel backhoe, ment, information or
through Friday. Equal
good condition, $7000. 1968 rates.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Housing Opportunity.
International dump
2 BEDROOM apart12x60,
2
BR
mobile
home.
truck, $2500 or $9000 for 26. TV -Radio
Excellent condition. Ap- ment for rent. No pets.
both. 615-232-6726 10'SATELLITE
proximately 5 miles north 753-9475 or 753-0521.
anytime.
system, $385. Call 436- of Murray. Couple only. 2 BEDROOM duplex in
GO carts, go-carts. 2610 or 436-5830.
$150 per month plus do Northwood. $285 per
5-8HP. Stokes Tractor, LEASE TO OWN- 25" posit. 753-4661.
month. 759-446.
Industrial Road.
console TV with remote, 3 BEDROOM, clean 2 BEDROOM duplex in
LARGE antique oak $53 a month. Murray quiet court. $100 per Northwood. $275 per
wardrobe, fully re- Rental & Sales. 753-8201.
month. 753-8148.
month. Call 753-8216.
stored. Call 753-0253 LEASE TO OWN- 19" 2 BEDROOM, central
BEDROOM, 2 bath,
after 5p.m.
color TV, $28 a month. gas, washer and dryer., 1004-B Southwood Dr.,
LARGE insulated dog Murray Rental & Sales. stove and refrigerator, central heat and air.
house, $75. 753-1310.
753-8201.
outbuilding and garden Very nice. Appliances
spot. $170 per month. furnished. 753-7947 or
492-8152.
753-5114.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or FURNISHED apartunfurnished, some new ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
furniture, natural gas- No children. No pets.
electric, air con- Zimmerman Apartditioned. Shady Oaks ments, South 16th St.,
753-5209.
753-6609.
APARTMENT for renf MUR-Cal apts. Norin Dill's Trailer Court. thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
759-1577.
Now renting. Equal
NORTHWIND Mobile Housing Opportunity.
Home Park on North 759-4984.
16th Street now has NICELY furnished 1
trailer lots and trailers and
bedroom and
Private and Peaceful. . Spiral staircase and the glass
for rent. 753-9866.
single rooms for rent,
wall overlooking the deck add a touch of drama quiet
located near campus.
retreat among mature trees. Yes, this is a tension-free
30. Business Rentals
Days 753-6111, after
home of light rooms, softly carpeted. Stretch your dollar
5P.M. 753-0606.
on this welkcared for three bedroom, two bath home.
NICELY furnished 2
..completely renovated priced below retail Owner
bedroom basement
On Court Square.
aparment. Ideal for
says, "Sell." Dial us for details
$150.00 a month.
teacher or graduate
Deposit Required.
students, in quite
Loretta Jobs Realtors
neighborhood. Close to
Call 753.1916.
US Hwy 641 N
shops and post office.
753 1492
Ask for Ted Delaney.
$260 per month. ,489:274l
after 5P.M.
N OW taking applications for 1 and 2
STARTING PAY FOR DRIVERS 21 CENTS A MILE*
bedroom, section 8, low
income family at
AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES
Southside Manor Apartments. Call 753-8221.
PLUS
E qual Housing
Opportunity.
LOAD/UNLOAD, STOP-OFF, LAYOVER PAY, VACATION PAY
ROOMMATE wanted in
MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE. INTERESTED?
the Murray area to help
share the expensive of a
•FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL HAROLD OR JIM
household. 753-3266
after 9P.M.
1-800-626-3374 (INTERSTATE) 1-800-592-3961 (KENTUCKY)
SUBURBAN two bed753-1717 (LOCAL)
room apartment, tile
bath, dining room, living room, built-in kitchen, stove top and
oven, separate pantry.
Heated and utilities
Hwy. 641S. Murray Ky
furnished. $375
monthly Call 527-3600.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
Opportunity.

AQUARIUMS- 46
gallon, $600 new, 3
months old, $300; 19
gallon, $150: 20 galloo, 1
months old, $120; 2 10
gallon, $45 each; all
excellent condition and
TOTALLY set-ligt..._Wiik
stands, backing, gravel,
magnum 330 everthing.
Also, fancy gold fish.
Call 502 435 4398
anytime.
'BASEBALL cards need
to sell. Worth $14,226
asking $6,226 or best
offer. Phone 354-8050
FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667

FIREWOOD-

Building For Rent

TWO OUTSTANDING FARMS

Rooms for

33

Rent

80 ACRES Si 193 ACRES
LOCATED NEAR THE CALLOWAY• GRAVES COUNTY BORDER

ROOMS for rent 1 block
from campus 753 0907
or 759-964,5.

193 ACRE FARM
14 Miles South East of Mayfield, 11.5 Miles South
of Murray, and 5.5 Miles South of Farmington on
Beech Grove Road, just North of Highway 94.

2 BEDROOM house
Wilt exchange rent for
repairs. 753-5358.
/l16 SOUTH 4th St I
bedrooms with 5 acres
and gas heat Call
436 2427.

This farm is made up of Grenada Silt Loam, lays
practically all level, is well drained, and is in a
high state of cultivation. It is practically all clear,
tillable land that would be suitable for row crop,
produce, hay, or several other farming practices.
It has road frontage on three sides.
80 ACRE FARM
10.3 Miles West of Murray and 2 Miles East of TrCity on Highway 94.
This farm lays level to gently rolling, and is well
drained. It is made up primarily of Grenada Silt
Loam Soils, and is practically all tillable. It would
be suitable for practically any local farming
operations.
These two farms have wheat, corn, and tobacco
bases. They are some of the best in the area, and
certainly deserve your inspection. We would be
happy to show the property by appointment upon
your request. We have aerial photos and other pertinent information at our office.

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
811 Paris Road, Mayfield. Ky. (502) 247-1385
C.W. Shelton, Auctioneer

34. Houses for

Rent

1 Br. House
in block from University.
$150 a month.
Ph. Kopperud Realty

753-1222
COUNTRY home, 4
small bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath.
I mile North of city
limits. Call 753-4566.
roR rent- 3 bedroom
home in country, about
12 miles east of Murray.
Central gas heat and
air, Oood well Avails
ble now. 1400 per month
No inside pets Call
753 5980.

3 Br. Home
1/7

block from University

$350 per month
Ph. Kopperud Realty

38. P et s- Su pp;ies
AKC registered Collie
puppies. Sable and Iri
color. Phone 753;8974.
43

Real Estate

APPROXIMATELY 2 1/1
acres of lakefront on
main body of lake. An
excellent, wooded building site. Southeast of
Murray near Hamlin and
Chandler Park. Ken
Shores Estates, P.O. Box
656, Murray, KY (502)7537531.
GOVERNMENT homes
from $1 (U -repair) also
tax delinquent & foreclosure properties.
Available now. For
listing, call 1 315 7336062 Ext. G 2558.
KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll..free
I 800-251 HOME Ext.
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate ea* for you.
WANTED SELLERSF r
have buyers and I need
sellers! This week I
need a 3 bedroom home
with approximately
1600 to 2000 square feet
of living space. If you
would consider selling
your property please
call Dian Boyd at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492 or
759-1542.
46. Homes for Sale
2-3 BEDROOM brick
home in Hazel, large
living room, eat-in kitchen. Corner lot, sets on
several lots. 1 lot
presently rented for
mobile home. Excellent
rental property or retirement property. $19,
500 or best offer. Must
sell. Phone 615-232-6726
anytime.
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
low maintenence, lake
view home in restricted
subd. 436-2839.
8 ROOM split Lever
house with utility, 2
bath and double carport. 753-538.
FOR sale- 3 bedroom
home in country, about
12 miles east of Murray.
Central gas heat and
air, good well. Available now. Call 753-5980.
KENTUCKY Dam 2story house. 3 bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths,
fireplace, 3 decks on
TVA, trees, pool. - Br owner. 362-4783.
LAKE access, 7 room
house with outbuildings
on 4.5 acres on 280, 1
mile from Panorama
Shores. $13,500. 362-8609
after 5P.M.
NEWLY remodeled 2 BR
home. Ideal starter home
or excellent opportunity.
Mid 20's. Call Wilson Real
Estate 753-3263.
47

Motorcycles

1986 SUZUKI
sport. 753-9565.

49

Used

Cars

1985 SS Monte Carlo,
15,400 miles, V 8,
loaded, automatic,
buckets seats, $10,500.
Call 759 1169 after 7P.M
50

Used

Trucks

1978 DODGE, short
wheel base, 4 wheel
drive, asking $1500.
492 8905.
1978 FORD 4x1 and 1983
Pontiac 6000. Bother in
good condition. Call
after 5P.M. 759-4909.
1979 SCOUT 4x4, well
maintained, 5 new tires,
winch, 54,000 miles
$2500 OBO. 436-2973.
1980 TOYOTA 4 wheel
drive pickup, chrome
wheels, 4 new tires. 413
S. 9th St or 759-1336.
$2850.
1985 CHEVROLET 4x4,
43,000 miles, 1 owner,
loaded, never muddy.
753-5421.
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup. Call 492-8566.
1986 S- 10 CHEVY
pickup, air, exc. cond.,
under 20,000 miles. Call
474-8096.
'84 BLAZER 4x4, $8200.
Phone 753-0326.

53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
construction
FENCE sales at Sears ROCKY COLSON Home QUALITY
alterations.
now. Call Sears 753-2310 Repair. Roofing, siding, repairs and
G
for free estimate for painting, plumbing, Free estimates. Call
concrete
Free es- & A 436-2617.
your needs.
timates. Call 474-2307 or
FOR most any type
753-6973.
55 Feed and Seed
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel, SERVICE special- We STRAW for sale 1.1 a
dirt and sand call Roger clean, oil and adi‘ist bale. _Call after
-your sewing machine
Huds011, -733=4545 or
for $18. All work 4918659
753-6763.
guaranteed. For more
GUTTERING by Sears.
56. Free Column
information call 474
Sears continuous gut8015
ask
for
Martha
FREE: 1 female Spitz.
ters installed for your
Due to a death in the
specifications. Call Hopper.
family, adorable,, dog
Sears 753-2310 for free SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and has no home. '-"would
estimate.
models. Home & In- keep the dog myself but
HAMILTON Cultured
I already have a very
dustrial. Bag closing
marble and tile. 643 Old
machines. Also scissor large aggressive dog.
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
sharpening. 40 yrs. This dog is 4 years old
INSULATION blown in experience. ,All work and rias had all her
by Sears. TVA ap- guaranteed. Kenneth shots. She needs a good
proved. Save on those Barnhill, 753-2674, country home or a
high heating and cool- Stella, Ky.
fenced in yard. Her
ing bills. Call Sears SHEETROCK finishing, doghouse will be in
753-2310 for free new or
cluded free. Will only
repair. 436-2811.
estimate.
177hIEN 11-1G7 give to a caring party
make wet basements Call 753-2580 after 7P M
dry. Work completely FREE puppies
guaranteed. Call or 354-8752.
write Morgan Con- FREE puppies- Seven
Painting &
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box weeks old, mixed, short
409A, Paducah, Ky. haired hunting dogs
Paper Hanging
436-5561.
42001'or tall 1-442-7024.

•

Jim Day

753-3716
•

LICENSED electrician,
residential and com53. Services Offered
mercial. Air conditionA-1 ENTERPRISE- of- ing. Sales and service.
fering sales and service Gas installation and
on natural & LP applian- repair for natural and
ces. Also, fireplace rep- LP. Fred's Repair 753air. *Chimney cleaning 7203.
*Masonry *Damper *Bird MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Forscreen *Hoods. 436-5355.
APPLIANCE REPAIR: mer county attorney;
Factory authorized for former district judge.
Tappan, Kelvinator and Office, 104 N. 4th St,
Brown. Service on gas Murray,-- 753-3153;
and electric ranges, Home. 753-79C0.
microwaves, dis- MOBILE HOME
hwashers, re- Specialist, Repair,
frigerators, etc. Earl leveling, underpinning,
Lovett, 354-6956 or 74)- roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
5341.
hurricane straps. 759APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore, 4850.
Westinghouse, NEED work on your
Whirlpool. 27 years trees? We can beautify
experience. Parts and your yard by topping,
service. Bobby Hopper, shaping, dead-wooding
Bob's Appliance Ser- or removing dead or
-vice, 202 S. 5th St. diseased trees. For
Business 753-4872, 436- satisifaction call the
proven profesSionals
5848 (home).
CONCRETE drive- Bover's Tree Service
ways, patios, carpentry 753-0338. The competiand block work. CALL tion knows us you
should too
502-492-8160.

Custom Kitchen
Cabinets
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

km

•Drop by & see our showroom
Runny fussdA
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY -

**********************

Hurry! Hurry!

Select
Satellite Systems
has complete remote control
satellite systems with
descrambler for only

$1450
'Call 753-9875 for details.

--••••`•1114

Dial-A-Service

vve1

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
911

911
-x‘est4

Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray. Ky

Phone
753-2571

Xuceya4

=

Quad

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

49. Used Cars
1972 FORD, 2 door, hard
top, local owned, all
new tires, gold and
brown, like new car.
Call 436-2427.
1973 DATSUN 240 Z.
759-1329 after 6P.M.
1975 LINCOLN Continental. 56,000 miles, 1
owner, very good condition. Call 492-8856 or
435-4545
Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days"'
it,•nt From Geo., Al
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC
502-753-2617
1 9 7 9 MERCURY
Cougar Can be seen at
810 Sycamore or call
759-1192 after 5P.M.
1979 PONTIAC Bon
neville, wrecked front
right side, $500. Call
527-9729.
1979 THUNDERBIRD,
rebuilt 302 engine,
loaded, $1300 436-2837;
after 1P.M 436 5847.
1984 PONTIAC Fiero
Limited Edition, Indy
pace car. Loaded, 24,000
actual miles Call 435
4307.

Dan Taylor
iForineriy or Murray & Fultor

Freddie Poe
(Formerly of8~)

Chevrolet, Oldsntobile,
Cadillac, Inc, of
Paris,
New & Used
C3M Executoves
Program Vehicles
001.041-S1000
Hwy 79 W - Parts

753-1222
'79 BLUE Sunbird, PB,
PS, AM/FM cassette,
36 For Rent or Lease
new XP2000 tires, good
condition Can be seen
at 121 Food Market in
Key MiniColdwater or call 435
4311.
Warehouses
MUST sell 73 Mach I,
Hwy. 121 South
deluxe interior, rare
Sizes from 5X10 to 10,
(30
factory aluminum
7534918 11 no answer
wheels, PS, PB, AC,
759-6078, 753-0996
fold down rear seat. 351
Cleveland with Ram
37 Livestock -Supplies
Air, 65,000 actual miles.
SIMAENTAand Bought new in Paris,
In Call 474 8817.
Simbrah bulls Per
formance & semen PRICEl5 to sell! 1981
tested Excellent gual
Delta 88 Brougham. 2
ity $650 & up Cad12, door, loaded Call after
Ky 522 8794
5P.M, 753 7701

753-5131

KNITTING MACHINES
'Soles & Instruction 'Accessories
'Books 'Coned Yarns

e

•
Iii
V\

•-

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Iran, and Carrier dealer
now
for sales and x•rvix. in

•

1102 Chestnut,

':
4

V
//40

Margie Y. Armbruster
405 South 16th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Murray

end Calloway County.

•

.
,wwwwwwww-.0.'"'

/t _Xniti, et,.
For Appointment
Phone:
(502) 753-5128'

753-8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops
.
753-9841
Poison Control
753-7588

.

off 641 N

r

SACKNOE SERVICE IL SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION
Ditching - Sewer Repair
Septic Tank RopaIr
Oion• Stooloy
753-6156

(Behind old Boston CTeeentPererptyri
M-F 8-5
'Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes 'Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks 'Truck rads and tailgate guards

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

•

Your Ad Could Be Here

REAM 5/kill
CENTER

753.1 916

SJ OM

Rent the tools you need.
211 Main
753-8201

Hill Electric

Murray-Made Windows - Sod/rig-Fencing
Downspouts & Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today?
121e ass.ILARI" AlAINS A 485004M

0

24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residentialw
753-9562

753407
4

MICHELIN

TRAILER

KUM SO PAO IS MING
ON YOUR rows

Sold By JERRY BURKHART
LIVESTOCK & TRAILER SALES
Phone
Rt 04, Box 218A
Murray, Ky 42071 45021 753-1R47

753-1489

Spouse Abuse

CARROLL
mix.*

Tire &

Wheal

AlIgnm•nt, Inc.

gh •Comput•rIxed4 Wheel Alignment
0
•Computerize• Wheel Selerreing
▪

1105 Pogo)*

Murray, Ky.

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

.
F

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Momia),-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

a
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deen, Waukegan; one sister, Mrs.
Wilma Neer, Sun City, Ariz.; four
grandchildren, Mrs. Dale (Joanna) Orr, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Scott
(Patrice) Wyatt and Kevin Fleming, Murray, and Danny Fleming,
stationed at San Diego, Calif.;
three great-granchildren, Kenny
Dale Orr, Austin Scott Wyatt and
Brady Joe Orr.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Marsh
Funeral Home, Waukegan.
Burial will follow in North Shore
Garden of Memories.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
had charge of local arrangements.

Miss Iva Lee Hutson
Final rites for Miss Iva Lee Hutson were Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial was in Bethel Cemetery
there.
Miss Hutson, 72, of 324
Edgewood St., Paris, was pronounced dead on arrival about 5
p.m. Thursday at Henry County
Medical Center.
She was retired from Holley
Automotive's Carburetor. She was

a member of First Baptist.C'hurch,
Paris, where she sang in the choir.
Born Oct. 10, 1915, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late David Hutson
and Iva Chrisman Hutson.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Jewel Bailey of Murray; one
brother, Solon Hutson of Paris;
several nieces and nephews.
Miss Hutson was preceded in
death by five brothers, Grady,
Barney, Hassell, Hortie and
Waverly Hutson.

Loyd Alan McClure

Stock Market

Mrs. Grace Jeffrey

Mrs. Ellen Tyyne Lundeen
Mrs. Ellen Tyyne Lundeen, 76,
of Rt. 2, Hazel, died Sunday at 2:30
p.m. at her home.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Vincent Thos Lundeen on Aug. 5, 1976; one sister,
Mrs. Jean Black, and one brother,
Edward Rajala.
Mrs. Lundeen was a member of
First Baptist Church at
Waukegan, Ill.
Born Feb. 17, 1911, in Ironwood,
Mich., she was the daughter of the
late Erikki Rajala and Mary
Suokko Rajala.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Jean Fleming, Rt. 6, Murray; one son, Gerald Vincent Lun-

Mrs. Grace Jeffrey, 73, of Murray died Sunday at 10:22 p m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
She and her husband, William F.
Jeffrey, who died Jan. 15, 1980,
operated Jeffrey's Store on East
Main Street, Murray, for several

_years.

Mrs. Jeffrey was a member of
First United Methodist Church.
She is survived by one son,
William Thomas Jeffrey,
Frankfort, and four
grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Miss Opal F. Arnold
The funeral for Miss Opal F. Arnold is today at 1 p.m. at Burks
Chapel AME Church, Paducah.
The Rev. Willie Woods is
officiating.
Burial will follow in Oak Grove
Cemetery there with arrangements by Mundy Funeral
Home, Paducah.
Miss Arnold, 83, died Thursday
at 10:15 a.m. at Riverfront Terrace Health Care Facilities. She

was the daughter of the late Genrue and Wiley Arnold.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Lulamay Pennington, Mount
Clemens, Mich.; six brothers,
Floyd Arnold, Murray, Alton Arnold and Lois Arnold, Paducah,
L.T. Arnold and Jasper Arnold,
Mount Clemens, and Willie H. Arnold, Detroit, Mich.; one aunt,
Mrs. Modie Jones, Paducah;
several nieces and nephews.

Services for Mrs. Etta Houser
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Bill Sullivan and Dr.
William Dotson are officiating.
Burial will follow in Cole
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mrs. Houser, 93, Rt. 3, Benton,
died Saturday at 9 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of First Bap-

list Church at Benton.
Survivors are her husband,
Harley Houser; two daughters,
Mrs. Clara Nell Hensen, Rt. 1,
Benton, and Mrs. Lou Jean Parrish, Warren, Mich.; one son, Olen
Houser, -Rt. 3, Benton; one
brother, 011ie Ports, Rt. 1, Hardin; 21 grandchildren; 46 greatgrandchildren; 14 great-greatgrandchildren.

Luther L. Turner

tist Church. Born July 28, 1956, in ,
Calloway County, he was the son
Funeral rites for Luther L.
of Hoyt McClure and Nancy Turner will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in
Mohundro McClure.
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
Home, Benton. The Rev. Bob
and Mrs. McClure of Hazel; one Curry will officiate.
brother, Max McClure and wife,
Burial will follow in Bethel
Ruth Ann, of Cadiz.
of Christ Cemetery at
Church
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel Mayfield.
will be in charge of funeral and
Friends may call at the funeral
burial arrangements.
home after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Mr. Turner, 79, Portage, Ind.,
died Friday at 1:30 p.m. at Porter
Memorial Hospital, Valpariso,
Thomas C. (Tip) Cohoon, 77, of Fifth St., Murray, and Mrs. Ber- Tnd.
309 South 15th St., Murray, died nice (Cozy) GarlfTd, Rt. 1,
Sunday at 12:45 a.m. at Murray-. Murray.
Also surviving are six
Calloway County Hospital.
A veteran of World War II, he stepgrandchildren, Eddie DeServices for Lonnie T. Sharp
wayne Stamps, Ella Stamps, were
had retired from Madisonville
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
State Hospital. He was a member Thomas R. Stamps, Willie Stamps chapel of Williams Funeral Home,
and
Stamps
Austin
of Grapevine Baptist Church at Jr., Michael
Greenfield, Tenn.
Chad Hughes; one stepgreatMadisonville.
Burial was in Brocks Cemetery
Born Nov. 10, 1910, in Calloway grandchild, Ronnie Stamps.
near
Greenfield.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
County, he was the son of the late
Mr.
Sharp, 92, a re(Wed farmer,
Charlie Cohoon and Altie Lasster 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock- died Thursday at his'me.
John
Home.
Funeral
Coleman
Cohoon.
He was a member of Greenfield
Mr. Cohoon is survived by his Dale and the Rev. Wayne Carter Church of Christ
and a World War
Wife, Mrs. Esther Smith Cohoon, will officiate.
I Army Veteran.
-Burial will follow in Elm Grove
to whom he was married on Jan.
31, 1955; one stepson, Willie Ross Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Stamps, Evansville, Ind.; two
sisters, Mrs. Clara Fitts, 509 North home.
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (API
— Opposition leaders claimed
credit for a "ridiculously low"
voter turnout in Haiti's presidenjust recently to Campus Hills
Mark A. Parker, 80, died Thurstal election, but the government
S.D.A. Church.
day at 3 p.m. in Fontane, Calif.
and major candidates proclaimed
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. the vote a success.
He was born Nov. 8, 1907, to the
Mellie Parker, 516 South 11th St.,
late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parker
No violence was reported in the
Murray; one son, Paul Parker,
in Calloway County. He moved to
junta-run
election, but there were
Riverside; two sisters, Mrs. Millie
Akron, Ohio, as a youth and workof bribery, people voting
reports
Thompson of Akron, Ohio, and
ed in a rubber plant. He later movmore than once and ineligible
Mrs. Lucille Akers of Castleberry
ed to Riverside, Calif., where he
Park, Fla.; one brother, John
married and reared his family.
Following the death of his first Parker, Akron, Ohio, several
Federal Matte Market %ewe Sertioe Jamary LI,
grandchildren.
wife, Mr. Parker returned to
Ma Kentucky Purchase Ares lig Market Report
The funeral will be Tuesday at 3 Includes
Calloway County and married his
4 BuyIng Santini Ite.,,alph. Art. ISMI int
p.m. at Acheson-Graham Garden Si Barrow. it Gilts I.25 Higher. Sews .1143L55
present wife, Mellie.
Higher.
Mr. Parker had been a member of Prayer Mortuary. 7944 IS 1 2 115.254 Iles
1314.411-45.25
of Murray-Seventh-day Adventist Magnolia Ave., Riverside, Calif. some 45.54
1048.40-45.131/
US Ii NUM las
Church until his letter of transfer 96501.
US LI 215-11114 Ike

Thomas C. (Tip) Cohoon

A former resident of Calloway
County, lie was a retired employee
of U.S. Steel and was a member of
Lake Station Church of Christ.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Emma Turner; two daughters,
Mrs. Carolyn Belt and Mrs.
Phyllis Turner, Kissimmee, Fla.;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Pauline King,
Benton; two 'grandchildren,
Timothy Lee Belt and Lisa Ann
Beltz; several nieces and
nephews.

Lonnie T. Sharp

Hog market

Services for Elmo Fain were today at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Jackson Foster and the Rev.
Susan Allsop officiated. Music was
by Judy Kelso and Fay Nell Kelso.
Active pallbearers were Billy
Fain, Jimmy Fain, Tommy Alexaner, Jackie Fain, Steve Rogers,
David Rogers, Jimmy Herndon
and Terry Rogers, all grandsons.
Honorary pallbearers were Gail
Doron, Glenn Crawford, Donald
Crawford, Clayton Pritchard,
Bobby Kemp, Jesse Story, Norman Lee and Joe Miller.
Burial was in Salem Cemetery.
Mr. Fain, 95, Rt. 1, Murray. died
Saturday at 5:05 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home. His wife,
Mrs. Potter Key Fain, died June

18, 1986.
A retired farmer, he formerly
operated a grocery store. He was a
member of Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 11, 1892, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Thomas World Fain and Laura
Johnson Fain.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. R.L.(Melba) Ward, Murray,
and Mrs. Carrol M. (Martha Jol
Rogers, Rt. 1, Murray; three sons,
James Fain and wife, Reba, and
Dan Fain and wife, Carolyn. Rt. 7,
Murray, and Billy Fain,
Edgewater. Fla.; one sister, Mrs.
Lottie Jetton, Jackson, Tenn.; 11
grandchildren; 15 greatgrandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild.

US 1-4 3110.3711 lbs.
Sews
US 11 MISS lb..
few 31.111/
US 1.1155-455 lie
US 1.3 4•11-54111 is
US 1.3 MS sad up
US 2-3 1/1244/4
h1.S11.112-01

SiS-511-44.811
.11-0•4111.110
11.11.04-111.0111
034111.111.01
S.*-31 .1110

NOT ICI
oh. I1,ital Whit.. Cr rirIVV,ito r
Dirt.
Gravel
K 8.K STUMP REMOVAL
Mo•tit.soistally pl.11111/VI'd
24 — Deep F IfI I•A111141t1••.
Treated Cross Ties

43!) 4343 lino) K..11,1)
(II
431) 4319 Hob Kemp Jr

c

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
. wawa; ocroo. ceroseato•
The (in..',:k1 E..Ii,,i V.11 G•nurnr rrirl V ,•

641 South
Murray
7331-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

1988 Chevy Pickup, red p
p.b., sir. p.I., manual shill
$11.500.00

INC

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Road
derrico
Kmart•
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc
U.S.Tobaceo
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

581,4 + 1/4
4
1
119/
35%
13%B
31%
27%

4
/
+1
„IA
14A
4
/
-1
4.34

4
/
40% +1
44/
2 -%
1
43% unc
341/4 -1
4
/
37% + 3/4
81% +%
2
1
27 •/
27% usc
5%
8.71

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753 3366

PAT GOSSUM

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

Very Competitive Rates.
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
Underwritten by: Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rated (Excellent) Form GRI-H 2 IF

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers Installed
•Double Wrapped
*Galvanized Shell
*Quiet Sound
*Original Equipment Type

$21.95*

Premium Muffler

$29.95*

*Original equipment type 'Double wrapped
*Aluminized shell •Whiper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Shirley Swindell, Greenfield,
Mrs. Loretta Crabtree and Mrs.
Dorothy Wallace, Sharon, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Elaine Newell, Arlington
Heights, Ill.; three sons, Douglas
Sharpe, Murray, Jim Owens,
Sebring, Fla., and Billy Owens,
Chicago, Ill.; two brothers, Jim
Sharp, Greenfield, and Joe Sharp,
Georgia.

Leaders blamed for light voting

Mark A. Parker
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Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Covers Prescription Drugs & Excess Doctor
Charges Medicare Won't Pay.

Mrs. Etta Houser

Loyd Alan McClure, 31, of 100
North Sixth St., Murray, died Sunday about 5:55 a.m. (See related
story on page 1).
A 1974 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he had attended respiratory school in
Louisville. He had previously been
employed at Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
He was a member of Hazel Bap-

Elmo Fain

HILLIARD LYONS

-:"
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voters casting ballots. An earlier
attempt to hold the nation's first
presidential election in 30 years
was canceled Nov. 29 when thugs
killed at least 34 people.
Election officials today were
counting ballots to see if any of the
11 candidates won an outright majority. If not, a runoff will be held
Jan. 31 to determine the next
president of this impoverished
Caribbean nation.
The military led government
,sefused to release any results or
votei turnout figures after the
polls closed Sunday evening.

$8.88*

Installation available at an additional cost.
•Most American cars and pickups. Many foreign cars.
Clamps if needed $1.25 extra.

BARRETT'S SERVICE
GoodSenice
CENTER
(1 Block North
eat-itpt !
Court Square)
of the

753-6001

200 N. 4th St.

CA\E CREEK
CENTER

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bol-Air Shopping Canter
753-5242
Alterations & Winter Storage

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats
Meats Extra)
$

loch
50

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Moats Extra)

'2.50 tech
Expires 1 23-88

"Make your first step
in selecting insurance
the right step, call
MTG Insurance of
Murray."
Doron Claiborne

INSURANCE
OF MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA N 641
753-4000

Northwest Tennessee's ONLY Comprehensive
General Rehabilitation Facility
Serious illness or injury causes enough anxiety in a family... Now,
located in the peaceful setting of Martin, Tennessee. is the first and
only comprehensive rehabilitation unit in Northwest Tennessee Our
programs are individually geared toward nurturing mediisocial.
and spiritual healing. Here are only a few of our unique q lities
*Medical direction under the guidance of a licensed Physiatrist ( A
physician specializing in neurological and orthopedic rehabilitation
*Physical, Occupational. Speech, and Music Therapies offered on a
daily basis, as well as social, activity, and recreational services.
*Registered Nurses "extend" therapies daily, thereby reinforcing the
healing process
*Licensed Practical Nurses on staff nurture the clients' well-being by
providing the finest in personal care.
*Outpatient services available
*Team approach involving client and family in goal setting for

recOvery
*Referring physician encouraged to remain involved with client
throughout stay
Who needs general rehab?
Any person who has suffered a stroke, sports injury, spinal cord injury, orthopedic surgery or arthrltis.•
Also at Cane Creek Center:
*Cane Creek Villa- 16 rooms for independent living, free of household
responsibilities.
*Cane Creek Apartments - S units offering a comfortable retirement
setting,
*Cane Creek Home Health Agency- health care in the privacy of your
own home.
Cane Creek Center Is affiliated with Rebound. Inc.
*Admission eligibility must be determined Individual "

Cane Creek Center
180 Mt. Pella Rd.
Martin, TN 38237
1-800-423-9103 (in TN.)
901-587-4231
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